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In recent years, quinoa has gained a place in America's pantries because of its versatility and
amazing health benefits. The ancient grain--which is really a seed--is gluten-free, a protein
powerhouse, and rich in many other nutrients, making it a perfect substitute for wheat and other
grains. But incorporating a new food into your diet can take some inspiration and guidance.With
Quinoa: The Everyday Superfood, a collection of over 150 simple, out-of-the-box recipes
featuring the delicious super grain, you'll learn how to use quinoa beyond a basic salad or side.
From satisfying breakfasts like Almond and Coconut Quinoa Porridge, to delicious snacks like
Cauliflower Quinoa Fritters, to creative entrees like Black Bean and Quinoa Veggie Burgers,
Quinoa; The Everyday Superfood will teach you how to incorporate this enticing ingedient into
satisfying everyday meals that will boost your nutrition and revamp the way you eat. Our book
offers:150 RecipesIcons indicating vegetarian, vegan, dairy-free (highlighting the types of eaters
that make up "everyone")Simple ingredientsOut-of-the-box yet accessible recipes (more than
just salads and sides, this book teaches you how to use quinoa to its full potential)4-color photos
throughout

From the Back CoverThe first guide to DTrace: the breakthrough debugging tool for Mac OS X,
Unix, Solaris, and OpenSolaris operating systems and applicationsComplete coverage:
architecture, implementation, components, usage, and much moreCovers integrating DTrace
into open source code, and integrating probes into application softwareIncludes full chapter of
advanced tips and techniquesFor users of DTrace on all platformsForeword by Bryan Cantril,
creator of DTraceDTrace represents a revolution in debugging. Using it, administrators,
developers, and service personnel can dynamically instrument operating systems and
applications to quickly ask and answer virtually any question about how their operating systems
or user programs are behaving. Now available for Solaris 10 and OpenSolaris, Mac OS X, and
FreeBSD, thousands of professionals are discovering DTrace - but, until now, there's been no
comprehensive, authoritative guide to using it. This book fills that gap. Written by four key
contributors to the DTrace community, it's the first single source reference to this powerful new
technology. The authors cover everything technical professionals need to know to succeed with
DTrace, regardless of the operating system or application they want to instrument. The book also
includes a full chapter of advanced tips and techniques.About the AuthorBrendan Gregg is a
performance specialist at Joyent and is known worldwide in the field of DTrace. Brendan created
and developed the DTraceToolkit and is the coauthor of SolarisTM Performance and Tools
(Prentice Hall, 2006) as well as numerous articles about DTrace. Many of Brendan's DTrace
scripts are shipped by default in Mac OS X. Jim Mauro is a senior software engineer for Oracle
Corporation, working in the Systems group with a primary focus on systems performance. Jim



has 30 years of experience in the computer industry and coauthored SolarisTM Performance
and Tools and the first and second editions of SolarisTM Internals (Sun Microsystems Press,
2000, and Prentice Hall, 2006).
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QuinoaQuinoa is a superfood in more ways than one: Not only is it a gluten-free health-booster
packed with nutrients, it’s a delicious everyday grain (actually, the edible seed of a grain) that
can please anyone, from dedicated vegans to die-hard carnivores. Here are just a few of the
unexpected ways you’ll learn to enjoy quinoa.Blended in a smoothie: You can blend raw quinoa
into a smoothie for a high-protein, high-fiber snack or meal any time of the day. You’ll find a
whole chapter on quinoa smoothies in these pages, but the Frozen Super-Berry Smoothie (here)
is a great place to start.As a movie night treat: Popped quinoa (here) makes a delicious and
healthy snack, perfect for movie night in place of popcorn. You can also sprinkle popped quinoa
on yogurt or oatmeal for texture and crunch.In granola: Quinoa granola bars? Yes, please. Raw
quinoa adds great texture to granola. Take this combination one step further with Super-Powered
Granola Bars (here) and enjoy a high-protein snack great for a hike or a lazy day outside.In
dessert: Quinoa is a satisfying way to make your favorite desserts gluten-free. Sweet treats and
quinoa are a winning pair, and these amazing Double-Chocolate Brownies (here) are a good
place to start.In sushi: Quinoa makes a satisfying and nutritious rice substitute, as evidenced in
these delicious Quinoa California Rolls (here).ContentsQuinoa for Every DayIntroduction Go
Against the Grain The Very BasicsStovetop QuinoaSteamer / Rice Cooker QuinoaSlow Cooker
QuinoaMicrowave QuinoaToasted QuinoaQuinoa FlourSprouted QuinoaChicken StockMarinara
SauceBalsamic VinaigretteLemon-Thyme VinaigretteTarragon-Dijon VinaigretteCitrus
DressingCilantro-Lime DressingHarissa-Cinnamon DressingSesame-Ginger Dressing
BreakfastToasty Quinoa GranolaCrispy Quinoa-Maple Cold CerealQuinoa with Mango,
Strawberries, Green Grapes & YogurtHot Apple-Cinnamon Quinoa with PecansQuinoa Pudding
with Strawberries & PistachiosCreamy Chai-Spiced QuinoaQuinoa-Yogurt Parfait with Peaches
& BlueberriesQuinoa-Blueberry Buttermilk PancakesEcuadorian Quinoa-Banana CakesQuinoa
Waffles with Cherries, Strawberries & Almond ButterSavory Quinoa-Zucchini Egg Muffins with
Mushrooms & FetaQuinoa Crust Quiche with Pancetta & Melted OnionsQuinoa with Asparagus,
Snow Peas, Fried Egg & AjvarLow-Country Quinoa “Grits” with ShrimpVegetable Omelet with
Quinoa & Goat Cheese SmoothiesHomemade Quinoa MilkFrozen Super-Berry



SmoothieTropical Fruit ShakeClassic Strawberry-Banana SmoothieGreen Smoothie
SupremeCarrot-Orange Immune InfusionGreen Tea–Avocado Antioxidant ShakeBlueberry-
Kiwifruit SmoothieChocolate-Cherry Protein ShakeBanana-Almond Energy Shake Snacks &
SidesSimple Quinoa PilafCreamy Parmesan-Garlic QuinoaQuinoa Pilaf with Wild Rice &
MushroomsRed Quinoa with Toasted Pecans & RosemaryQuinoa Superfood BitesQuinoa
“Mashed Potatoes”Quinoa with Roasted Brussels Sprouts & BaconQuinoa Curry with Lentils &
CauliflowerQuinoa Loaf with Chard & BroccoliBlack Quinoa with Peas & MintQuinoa
Thanksgiving StuffingQuinoa-Jalapeño CornbreadLemon-Spinach Quinoa LinguineRainbow
Quinoa Fusilli with Artichoke HeartsQuinoa Mac ’n’ CheeseQuinoa Sliders with Goat Cheese &
Roasted TomatoesCucumber Boats Stuffed with Red Quinoa & ParmesanQuinoa-Crusted
Tartlets with Mushrooms & Frizzled ProsciuttoQuinoa Canapés with Cream Cheese, Smoked
Salmon & CapersCheesy Ecuadorian Quinoa Balls with Cilantro DipSweet Potato & Cranberry
Quinoa CakesSuper-Powered Granola BarsMovie-Night Rainbow Quinoa “Popcorn”Quinoa
Chips with Hot Pepper Dip SaladsQuinoa with Asparagus & Shaved ParmesanQuinoa with Baby
Spinach & Blue CheeseGarden Quinoa with Summer Squash & TomatoesRainbow Quinoa
Tricolore SaladQuinoa-Cabbage SlawSuper-Quinoa with Sweet PotatoesBlack Quinoa with
Corn Salsa & PepitasHoliday Quinoa with Oranges & KaleRainbow Quinoa with Red, Black &
Green BeansMoroccan-Style Quinoa with Chickpeas & Roasted CarrotsRed Quinoa with
Radishes & AppleQuinoa with Avocado & Orange PeppersMediterranean Quinoa with Olives &
FetaQuinoa with Apricots & PistachiosQuinoa Macaroni Picnic SaladBistro Quinoa with Beets &
Goat CheeseBlack Quinoa with Red Lentils & AlmondsRed Quinoa with Spicy Grilled
CalamariCoconut Quinoa with Shrimp & Snow PeasAsian-Flavor Quinoa with Chicken,
Cashews & EdamameTraditional Quinoa TabboulehAutumn Quinoa with Chicken, Kale &
PumpkinTropical Quinoa with Chicken & MangoHerby Quinoa Linguine with Chicken &
BroccoliQuinoa Penne with Chicken & Pesto Soups, Stews & ChilisDelicate Quinoa-Mushroom
SoupTomato & “Rice” SoupThai Chicken Soup with Coconut MilkTwo-Season Soup with
Spinach & Butternut SquashOld-World MinestroneBrazilian Fish StewGazpachoCurried Red
Quinoa & Chicken StewSpicy Spanish Chicken StewNew England Clam ChowderCreamy Beef
& Mushroom SoupChilled Zucchini-Quinoa Soup with Chive OilChicken & “Stars” SoupCheesy
Quinoa-Ham SoupEcuadorian Quinoa-Pork ChowderRustic Lentil SoupNew Orleans Red
Beans & QuinoaAll-American Beef & Vegetable SoupKickin’ Slow Cooker Chili con CarneIrish
Lamb Stew Main DishesQuinoa & Roasted Vegetable BowlBlack-and-White Portobello
MushroomsStuffed Acorn Squash with Maple-Hazelnut QuinoaQuinoa California RollsShrimp
Scampi on Quinoa “Polenta”Crispy-Skin Barramundi on Saffron QuinoaQuinoa Penne
Puttanesca with TunaCheesy Quinoa-Zucchini BakePeruvian Green ChickenMixed Quinoa
PaellaOven-“Fried” Chicken Fingers with Honey-Mustard DipIrresistible Turkey MeatloafMango-
Chicken Quinoa with CashewsPork Fried “Rice”Pork Tenderloin with Sweet-and-Sour
ApplesBarbecue Stuffed Pork ChopsAll-American Pork Chop CasseroleShepherd’s Pie with
Quinoa “Mashed Potatoes”Prosciutto-Wrapped Chicken RouladeSpicy Ginger Steak with



Sesame-Quinoa NoodlesCarne Asada BurritosSpot-On Spaghetti & MeatballsSlow Cooker
Moroccan Beef TagineWine-Braised Short Ribs over Creamy Parmesan-Garlic Quinoa
TreatsEcuadorian Quinoa CookiesCranberry-Pecan CookiesBrown Butter-Salted Caramel
CookiesDouble-Chocolate BrowniesBlueberry MuffinsChocolate Chip CookiesAlmond
CookiesChili-Chocolate CookiesScottish Shortbread BarsBetty’s Lemon SquaresRed Velvet
CupcakesCarrot-Spice CakeMeyer Lemon–Olive Oil CakeBittersweet Chocolate CakeGerman
Plum TartPeach Crisp with Quinoa-Flake ToppingToasted Quinoa Parfait with Raspberry
CoulisChocolate-Espresso Quinoa Pudding with Cocoa NibsPistachio-Quinoa Milk “Ice
Cream”Banana-Coconut Ice PopsThe Dirty Dozen & the Clean FifteenConversion
TablesGlossaryResourcesReferencesIntroductionWhen it comes to good food, there’s nothing
quite like home cooking. Creating enticing, healthy foods as part of an everyday diet, whether for
your family, yourself, friends, or guests, makes cooking a true pleasure, and the dishes that
come out of your kitchen become especially wonderful. The 150+ nutritious, mouth watering
recipes in this book can make quinoa—the tasty, gluten-free superfood—an enjoyable addition
to any meal you cook. These dishes will satisfy not just health-conscious folks, but the pickiest of
eaters—including you!The tiny, grain-like seed known as quinoa has been grown in South
America since ancient times. So why has the rest of the world only now gotten excited about it?
Until very recently, you probably couldn’t even pronounce quinoa (KEEN-wah), and you would
have been hard-pressed to find it, other than in hard-core health food stores. Today, every
national supermarket chain carries quinoa, and you can buy it from bulk bins and in every form
from breakfast cereal to beverages.Quinoa, cooked and eaten much like grain, is tasty, with a
slightly nutty flavor and a delicate texture. It’s versatile, taking on the flavor of other ingredients in
a dish and adapting well to most grain-based recipes. And it’s terrifically simple and quick to
prepare, cooking in just 20 minutes. Even after a long day at work or school, you can easily whip
up a quinoa dish that pleases every member of your household. Save the leftovers for
tomorrow’s lunch.Quinoa is considered a superfood. It’s as nutrient-dense and ultra-good for you
as it is high in fiber and heart-healthy “good fats.” It’s a complete protein, making it an excellent
food choice for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone who simply wants to eat less meat. It’s packed
with antioxidants that may reduce inflammation in your body and boost your immune function, as
well as perhaps help reduce your risk of some forms of cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
obesity.Anyone can enjoy quinoa and benefit from its nutritional advantages, but if you’re on a
gluten-free diet, you’re among the biggest winners in the quinoa game. Although the quinoa
plant is a grain, its edible part is a seed, making it 100 percent gluten-free. Every one of the
recipes in this book is gluten-free, giving you more than 150 scrumptious new options for healthy
eating.Let’s cook!1Go Against the GrainYou know quinoa is good for you. There’s a lot of
interesting stuff to know about this superfood, but you don’t have to learn everything about
quinoa to know it’s delicious, versatile, and easy to make. In fact, you can cook and eat quinoa
like just about any grain, even though it’s not a grain at all. That’s why it’s an ideal addition to
anyone’s menu, whether you’re including more superfoods in your diet, eating healthier in



general, or just broadening your culinary horizons. To delight your palate and please everyone
who eats at your table, make quinoa the star—not just an understudy—of the meal.A Superfood
for Every DayAdding superfoods to your diet is always an excellent idea. As a superfood, quinoa
is especially rich in certain vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients that can make you healthier.
Superfoods range from the very familiar, such as spinach, salmon, black beans, cinnamon, and
blueberries, to the exotic, such as algae, kombucha, goji berries, hempseed, and noni. Over the
past several years, quinoa has moved from the exotic category to the familiar, becoming widely
available in stores and widely used in everyday recipes.What makes quinoa a superfood?
Quinoa is mega-nutritious. A cup of cooked quinoa contains 222 calories, 39 grams of carbs, 8
grams of protein, and 4 grams of fat and delivers 58 percent of the RDA (recommended daily
allowance) of manganese, 30 percent of the magnesium, 28 percent of the phosphorus, 19
percent of the folate, 18 percent of the copper, 15 percent of the iron, and 13 percent of the
zinc.Quinoa is a fantastic source of antioxidants. Antioxidant molecules do their work by slowing
down or blocking a chemical reaction in the body called oxidation, which affects the components
in the food you eat: fat, protein, and carbohydrates. Oxidation can damage or kill cells in your
body. Antioxidants stop this process, which means they help prevent cellular damage and, say
many nutrition experts, a lot of the disorders related to it. Antioxidants also fight disease by
supporting immune function.Quinoa has powerful anti-inflammatory capabilities. Its antioxidants
fight chronic inflammation caused by persistent injuries, toxins, or viruses in the body, or by
autoimmune reactions. Lasting weeks, months, or even years, chronic inflammation can lead to
fibrosis (as in Crohn’s disease), tissue destruction (as in gum disease), and wounds that don’t
heal. It has been implicated in disorders from allergies to rheumatoid arthritis, and scientific
evidence now suggests that inflammation can play a part in depression.Quinoa is said to be a
cancer-fighter. By helping reduce oxidation and prevent cellular damage—especially damage to
DNA—quinoa’s antioxidant punch could help reduce your risk of cancer. Similarly, the anti-
inflammatory power of quinoa may protect you against various cancers related to chronic
inflammation.Quinoa is heart-healthy. A great delivery system for “good fats,” quinoa has
monounsaturated fat oleic acid and the omega-3 fat alpha-linolenic acid (ALA). ALA is an anti-
inflammatory, which suggests it could reduce inflammatory damage to your blood vessels and
your risk of various cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis and angina.Quinoa
combats obesity. An unhealthy diet high in calories and saturated fat not only adds to your
waistline, it can also cause chronic inflammation. This is especially true for habitual overeaters,
who consistently trigger acute (short-term) inflammation that over time becomes chronic.Quinoa
may reduce your risk of diabetes. Studies have shown that eating high-fiber, high-protein foods
like quinoa decreases your risk of developing type 2 diabetes. Quinoa also has a low glycemic
index of 53, so it doesn’t cause the blood sugar spikes that can send insulin levels haywire.
Quinoa’s anti-inflammatory properties also come into play, reducing the chronic inflammation
that’s a type 2 diabetes risk factor.Quinoa may help delay the aging process. It can help reduce
the chronic inflammation that some scientists think contributes to the muscle loss that comes



with aging. Researchers are also studying anti-inflammatories in the treatment of stroke and
neurodegenerative problems such as memory loss.Quinoa is much higher in fiber than most
grains. It gives you more of the benefits of fiber, such as improved digestive health and lower
cholesterol levels. All that fiber makes you feel full without eating a whole lot of quinoa, and
feeling satisfied longer means you eat less of the fattening stuff.Quinoa is a complete protein.
This is extremely rare in the plant world and a boon for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone else
hoping to cut some of the meat out of their diet. High in all nine of the essential amino acids—the
components of protein—quinoa is an outstanding source of this vital nutrient.Quinoa is one very
super food indeed.All About QuinoaTYPES OF QUINOAWhile there are hundreds of varieties of
quinoa, you’re likely to come across only three: white, red, and black. In nutritional terms they’re
virtually identical, and the other differences among them are pretty subtle. Color is the main thing
that sets them apart from each other; for that reason, many cooks choose which to use
according to the colors they want in their dish.White quinoa: The most widely available kind of
quinoa, white quinoa is often simply called quinoa. It’s a bit tan in color, so you might also see it
labeled ivory, golden, yellow, or blond. White quinoa has the mildest flavor and most delicate
texture among the three major varieties, with just a hint of nuttiness on the palate. About 10 to 15
minutes of cooking yields a fluffy result. White quinoa works well as a stand-in for rice in many
dishes.Red quinoa: Somewhat nuttier and crunchier than white quinoa, red quinoa holds its
shape a bit better and sticks together less. This makes it ideal for salads and dishes that call for
a distinct grainy texture. Taking 3 or 4 minutes longer to cook than white quinoa, red quinoa can
add striking color to a dish.Black quinoa: A little crunchier still, black quinoa has a flavor that
some call earthier and others call sweeter than white quinoa. Like red quinoa, it holds its shape
well when cooked and works nicely in dishes that call for separate grains. Its color makes a
dramatic contrast to the greens, reds, and other hues of accompanying ingredients. Black
quinoa needs about 5 minutes more cooking than white.Rainbow quinoa: This is not an actual
variety but a blend of white, red, and black quinoa. You might see it labeled tricolor quinoa or
quinoa blend. Some cooks love its confetti-like appearance, but others prefer to stick with one
color at a time, because of the differences in cooking times.QUINOA ON A BUDGETQuinoa is
an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years. But with its
newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from $4.50 to
$8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for white rice.
The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black ($9.00 to
$19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary value with
its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each cooked cup—
about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa costs to a
minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs 67 cents
per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa
there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK



OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO
OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.THE
NUTRITIONAL FACTSRecognized by the United Nations as a superfood and proposed by
NASA as an ideal food for astronauts on long space flights, quinoa is an established nutritional
powerhouse. See what just one cup of cooked quinoa (about 6.5 ounces or 185 grams)
offers:Packed with antioxidants to eat yourself healthy. The amazing anti-oxidants in quinoa act
as an anti-inflammatory, and “good fats” make it heart-healthy.8 grams of protein per cooked
cup. This is significantly more than almost any grain. By weight, quinoa is a whopping 14 percent
protein, and it’s a complete, high-quality protein that contains all the amino acids you need—and
that you won’t get from rice or wheat.Half the carbs of pasta. One cup of cooked quinoa has half
the carbs as the same amount of cooked pasta—39 grams to pasta’s 78 grams—and about 10
percent fewer carbs than rice, corn, or wheat.More fiber than one cup of spinach. Healthy and
you don’t have to worry about anything caught in your teeth! Quinoa’s 5 grams of fiber is more
than twice as much as you’ll find in most other grains.Quinoa is all about the good fat. Its 4
grams of fat per one-cup serving is about the same as in corn and 2.5 times more than in wheat
and rice. Half of its fat consists of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, making it a healthy no-
brainer.442 milligrams of lysine—significantly more than any grain. Lysine is an essential amino
acid. Not only does lysine help make quinoa a complete protein, it’s an important nutrient on its
own, key to calcium absorption and other functions.58 percent of the RDA (recommended daily
allowance) of manganese. You may not be very familiar with manganese, but it’s important for
nutrient absorption, wound healing, and bone development—and it’s just one of quinoa’s many
antioxidants. The antioxidants vitamin E, zinc, and copper are also abundant in quinoa.30
percent of the RDA of magnesium. Magnesium regulates your blood pressure, helps with blood
sugar levels, and alleviates migraines.15 percent of the RDA of iron. Iron deficiency is the most
common nutrient deficiency, and iron is essential to blood oxygenation. Quinoa has about 3.5
times more iron than wheat, 6.3 times more than corn, and 18 times more than rice.20 percent of
the RDA of folic acid (folate), a B vitamin. Quinoa is also rich in riboflavin (B2), niacin (B3), and
pyridoxine (B6).SWAP IT!It’s easy to give your diet a healthy, exciting makeover with quinoa. It’s
a very adaptable ingredient that can stand in for many starches (especially grains, which can
sabotage your efforts to eliminate gluten) and boost the nutrition in your meals. Make the switch
to quinoa, and you’ll transform your diet into fuel for a healthy lifestyle. Try quinoa:Instead of oats
in breakfast cereal. Oats are gluten-free, but they can nevertheless cause adverse digestive
reactions in gluten-intolerant people. Quinoa does great for breakfast, as a hot or cold cereal.
Cook up a creamy, fruit-studded pot of hot quinoa, or fill your bowl with Toasty Quinoa Granola



(here).As an alternative to rice in side dishes. Quinoa packs about twice the protein of brown or
white rice, so pilafs, fried rice, and rice and beans—among hundreds of other dishes—step up a
nutritional rung or two when you make them with quinoa.To stand in for pasta in salad. Whether
as the main ingredient in an orzo salad or as an accent in a composed veggie salad, quinoa
delivers not only beautiful texture but 2 to 9 times the various B vitamins of wheat pasta.Instead
of barley in soups. Hearty winter soups such as beef-barley and mushroom-barley are just as
warming and toothsome when you use quinoa. Plus, quinoa soundly beats barley in most
vitamin and mineral categories.As a substitute for potatoes in casseroles. With 3 times the fiber
of potatoes, quinoa can make your casseroles more nourishing. It also gives an entirely new
texture to old favorites.To replace wheat flour in baked treats. If a recipe doesn’t need gluten to
work, you can probably make it with quinoa flour. Think gluten-free chocolate-chip cookies,
blueberry muffins, carrot cake, and more.QUINOA MYTHSThere’s no denying that quinoa’s
gone big-time, but misconceptions about the superfood still swirl through kitchens across the
country.Quinoa is a grain: Wrong. Quinoa is a “pseudograin” or “pseudocereal.” Unlike true grain,
also called cereal, quinoa seeds don’t come from any species of grass. It’s used like a grain and
can be ground into flour, but it comes from a shrub that’s related to spinach, beets, and chard.
Other pseudograins include amaranth, buckwheat, and chia. Next time you hear someone refer
to quinoa as a supergrain, you’ll know the truth.Quinoa is exotic and hard to find: Wrong. Major
supermarket chains, discount retailers, and wholesale clubs sell quinoa. You can also buy the
superfood online from major shopping websites. It comes packaged and in bulk, dried and
parboiled, as breakfast cereal and in gluten-free baked goods, in boxed side dishes and frozen
entrées, and as flakes and flour.Quinoa is bland and unappetizing: Wrong. Quinoa has a subtle
nutty flavor and delicate crunchiness, and it cooks up nice and fluffy. It lends a pleasant texture
to all kinds of dishes and soaks up the flavors of sauces and other ingredients. The specialty
shades—rainbow, red, and black—add color and fun to sides and main dishes.Quinoa is bitter:
Wrong. Quinoa isn’t bitter if you rinse it before cooking, even if the packaging indicates it already
has been washed. When harvested, quinoa is naturally coated with bitter-tasting substances
called saponins that repel hungry birds and are disagreeable to humans. Quinoa is processed to
remove the saponins before being sold.That leaves one more interesting bit of quinoa lore:
Quinoa is politically correct. This one is complicated. True, the United Nations proclaimed 2013
the International Year of Quinoa, declaring: “Faced with the challenge of increasing the
production of quality food to feed the world’s population in the context of climate change, quinoa
offers an alternative for those countries suffering from food insecurity.” The case of Bolivia,
however, may bring that statement into question.On the plus side, quinoa is mostly grown by
small farmers rather than corporations, which helps maximize the superfood boom’s economic
benefits to the communities where it’s grown. In Bolivia, which produces most of the world’s
quinoa, the income of quinoa farmers has gone up, but quinoa’s success has not been
undisputed.According to some analysts, many farmers have come to see quinoa as too valuable
to eat. They sell their entire crop for profit rather than saving some for themselves, instead eating



cheaper, less-nourishing processed foods. Bolivians who aren’t profiting from quinoa’s
international popularity are also turning to commercial foods because they can no longer afford
the increasingly expensive superfood.Some researchers raise another concern: Farmers have
dedicated more and more land to quinoa, reducing the land available for other crops that have
traditionally been a significant part of the local diet. In addition, land that should be allowed to
rest between quinoa crops stays in cultivation, leading to soil depletion that threatens quinoa’s
sustainability. With experts arguing all sides of the situation, the jury remains out on the ultimate
implications of quinoa’s success.QUINOA FOR EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are
designed to please all kinds of eaters. Because quinoa can be incorporated into a wide variety of
dishes, it is a welcome part of any diet, from carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in
everything from fried chicken and birthday cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the
recipes are clearly labeled to help you choose dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and
diets, as well as your available time and energy. Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt
the recipes for even the pickiest eater in your household. Use the following recipe labels to
quickly identify meals that will suit your household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT
LOVERS: Quinoa will please even the most strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the
mashed potatoes you might have with a steak dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato
bake. It can stand in for rice in carne asada burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used
instead of wheat in the crust on juicy fried pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken
Parmesan. Of course, you can add meat to many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to
quinoa pancakes or grilled, sliced sirloin atop a quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in
quinoa in place of meat in carnivore-friendly dishes such as sloppy joes and turkey
burgers.VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein, quinoa makes an excellent
addition to vegan and vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley, or other grains, which are
not complete proteins, use this superfood to create hunger-beating, muscle-building meals.
Cooking for a mixed audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a problem, since quinoa dishes
can satisfy everyone at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti,
and then swap out the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS: Researchers have found that most kids
don’t mind—and many don’t even notice—when healthy foods are substituted for less healthy
ones. This is a boon if you want to introduce superfoods into your child’s diet. With a trip to the
supermarket, you can bring more protein, good fat, vitamins, and minerals into your pantry
without causing a ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced with quinoa pasta in dishes such as
macaroni and cheese, spaghetti and meatballs, buttered noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup.
Quinoa can take the place of rice in California rolls, and quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in
breaded chicken fingers. When it’s time for milk and cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the
baking plate, and quinoa milk can wash down the sweet treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a
party or potluck, or hosting an event of your own? Instead of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta
dish, bring a pan of quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party, whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa
and beans, and jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna



or chocolate quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve, delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as
mushroom-quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with
that caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one? Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You
can prepare a large batch of the superfood and refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or
in a premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it will last several days, reemerging with the same
great flavor and texture it had when made fresh. One session in the kitchen can yield three days’
worth of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion
and freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will greet you after working late, or quinoa
energy bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD: Recipes that freeze well are perfect to
make ahead for a quick dinner when you’re short on time. Recipes with this label can be
prepared during a batch cooking session, such as when making a casserole, soup, or stew.
These recipes can also be prepared ahead and put in the oven the next day.ONE POT:
Convenient options when you don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen, these flavor-packed
meals are created in a single skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch oven, or stockpot.
Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced world, it can be hard
to find time to prepare a homemade meal with everything else that needs to fit into your day.
These recipes can be made in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making your day a little
easier.One label you will not need in this book is gluten-free. This is because every recipe in this
book was designed to take advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying substitute for gluten in your
diet.COOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect, fluffy
quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and it’s
easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry
quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOAStovetop QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5
MINUTES / COOK: 15 TO 20 MINUTESLike rice, quinoa is typically prepared on the stove. It’s
generally boiled in water, with a little salt, but you can use vegetable, mushroom, or chicken
stock to add a lot of flavor to quinoa’s inherent nuttiness. Give the quinoa extra flair by
substituting ½ to 1 cup of dry white wine for the same amount of stock.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups



water or stock½ teaspoon saltStep 1: Measure Measure the dry quinoa into a fine-mesh
sieve.Step 2: Rinse Put the quinoa in a fine-mesh strainer. Rinse it with cold water until the water
runs clear. Drain the quinoa.Step 3: Cook In a medium saucepan over high heat, bring the liquid
to a boil. Add the salt and the quinoa to the water. Give the mixture a stir and bring it back to a
boil. Turn the heat to low, and cover the pan. Simmer the quinoa for 15 minutes.Step 4: Check
After 15 minutes, check the quinoa for doneness. The grains should be translucent, and a little
white tail should spiral out from each. To ensure fluffy quinoa, check that the grains aren’t stuck
together. They should be slightly firm (but not crunchy), because the quinoa continues cooking
and softening for a few minutes after being removed from the heat.Red and black quinoa
generally require a few minutes more to cook than white quinoa (see the Cooking Times chart,
here). Whatever the color, if the quinoa isn’t done at 15 minutes, cover the pan, cook a minute
longer, and test again.Step 5: Rest When the quinoa is ready, remove it from the heat and check
to see if any excess liquid remains in the pan. If so, drain the quinoa through a fine-mesh sieve
and return it to the pan. Cover the pan with a clean dish towel (to keep condensation from
dripping back into the pan), cover with the lid, and let the quinoa stand for 5 to 10 minutes.Step
6: Fluff Like couscous, cooked quinoa should be fluffed just before going into a recipe or onto
the table. Uncover the pan and use a fork to fluff and separate the grains. When done, the
quinoa should look light and delicate. Quinoa makes great leftovers. To maintain freshness
between cooking and eating, put the quinoa in an airtight container or plastic zip-top bag and
pop it into the refrigerator. It will keep for 3 or 4 days; if necessary, reheat it in a microwave or
steamer when you’re ready to eat. Alternatively, you can freeze it and then defrost it in the fridge
before using.Steamer / Rice Cooker QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS /
PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 15 TO 20 MINUTESYour steamer or rice cooker is a very handy
tool for cooking quinoa and even makes the process a little easier than cooking on the stovetop.
All you need to do is prep the quinoa, push a button, and walk away until it’s done—your device
may even turn off automatically. The quinoa undergoes essentially the same process that it does
on the stovetop, so refer to the Stovetop Quinoa recipe (here) for more details about each step.1
cup dry quinoa2 cups water or stock½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and put it in the
steamer or rice cooker. Stir in the water and salt.Turn on your steamer or rice cooker. If your
device has several settings, choose the “white rice” option or whatever setting you use to cook
white rice. For devices that require a time setting, turn the timer to 15 to 20 minutes, depending
on the color of the quinoa (see Cooking Times chart, here).When your steamer or rice cooker
completes its cycle, test the quinoa for doneness. Cook for another minute or two if necessary.
Once the quinoa is cooked, unplug and open your device and drain off any excess liquid in the
quinoa. Return the cooking container to the steamer or rice cooker, and lay a clean dish towel
across the inner rim. Close the lid over the towel, and let the quinoa stand for 10 to 15
minutes.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe.Per cup:
Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gSlow Cooker
QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POTMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 2 TO 6 HOURSIf



you’re a slow cooker fan, you already know how convenient it can be to wake up or come home
to a fresh, piping hot meal that seems almost to have cooked itself. Luckily, you can enjoy the
same results with quinoa. What’s more, your slow cooker can marry quinoa with all kinds of
ingredients and flavors to produce delicious, healthy dishes.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups water or
stock½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and pour it into the slow cooker. Stir in the
water and salt.Cover the slow cooker and turn it on. Cook, undisturbed, for 4 to 6 hours on low or
2 to 3 hours on high.Test the quinoa for doneness. All of the water should be absorbed. If not,
drain the quinoa through a fine-mesh sieve.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired
toppings or use in a recipe. If you do lift the slow cooker’s lid during its cycle to peek, replace it
as quickly as you can. Your cooker might take as long as 20 minutes to recover the heat that’s
lost when the cover is removed.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg;
Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gMicrowave QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS /
PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 6 TO 10 MINUTESQuinoa cooked in a microwave is a little less
fluffy than quinoa cooked on a stovetop, but it’s perfectly serviceable in most recipes. The two
processes differ, and it’s debatable whether the microwave makes the job easier. But if you don’t
have access to a stove or steamer—say, when you’re at work or staying in a hotel—you can
prepare quinoa in a microwave.1 cup dry quinoa2 to 3 cups water½ teaspoon saltRinse and
drain the quinoa, and pour it into a microwave-safe dish. Stir in the water and salt. Loosely cover
the dish with a lid or plastic wrap.Microwave on high for 4 minutes. Stir, then re-cover the dish
and microwave for another 2 minutes.Check the quinoa for doneness. If it’s not ready, stir the
quinoa again, re-cover, and microwave for another minute. You may need to add more water to
keep the quinoa from drying out. If so, stir in about a tablespoon. Continue cooking and stirring
until the quinoa is done. Total cooking time could be 10 minutes or more.When the quinoa is
ready, let it stand for at least 1 minute, covered. Drain off any excess water through a fine-mesh
sieve.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe. Select a
cooking dish that can hold at least 1 quart, with at least 2 inches of space above the surface of
the quinoa. The water will boil up during cooking and overflow if using a smaller dish.Per cup:
Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gToasted
QuinoaVEGANS, MAKE AHEAD, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 1 CUP / PREP: 5 MINUTES /
COOK: 6 MINUTESEnhance quinoa’s naturally nutty, subtle flavor and remove any last traces of
bitterness by toasting it. Whether you’re going to use it in a salad or main course or process it
into flour for baking, toasted quinoa turns any dish into an entirely new experience. A quick
session in a skillet before cooking is all it takes.1 cup dry quinoaRinse the quinoa, and drain it
well. While it’s still wet, put it in a large, dry, nonstick sauté pan. Turn the heat on to medium.Stir
the quinoa constantly until the grains are dry, about 2 minutes. Turn up the heat to medium-high
and continue stirring. The grains will start to pop and turn golden. Remove the pan from the heat
when the quinoa is lightly browned and smells nutty, about 6 minutes.Spread the toasted quinoa
on a baking sheet or large plate to cool. Once it has cooled thoroughly, use it immediately or
store it in a tightly sealed jar in a dark closet or in the refrigerator.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g;



Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 9mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gABOUT QUINOA FLAKESQuinoa seeds
rolled thin, quinoa flakes can do almost anything rolled oats can do. They look like rolled oats
and have a similar mild taste that supports other flavors in sweet or savory dishes. You might find
quinoa flakes in the cereal aisle or the baking aisle, or both, because you can use them for
anything from a creamy, hot breakfast cereal to a crispy fried-food coating or a gooey cookie.
Use quinoa flakes anywhere you might use rolled oats to add a gluten-free kick of protein and
antioxidants to your meals.Quinoa FlourVEGANS, MAKE AHEADMAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS (1
POUND) / PREP: 1 TO 35 MINUTES / COOK: 2 HOURS, 30 MINUTESYou can use gluten-free
quinoa flour in place of all-purpose wheat-based flours in recipes for many non-yeast baked
goods, as well as in myriad other ways that you might use wheat flour. Quinoa flour is very easy—
and more nutritious—to make fresh at home. (Try making your flour from toasted quinoa to give it
a nuttier spin.) Before using raw quinoa flour, you must heat-process it to maximize its flavor,
texture, and nutrition. A little hassle-free time in the oven turns quinoa flour’s somewhat earthy,
grassy notes into mild sweetness and refines its slightly coarse texture for softer, more
consistent baking results.2½ cups (1 pound) dry quinoa, divided (If you prefer to use store-
bought flour, measure out 3 cups [1 pound] and skip to cooking directions below.)Rinse the
quinoa, and drain it well. If you don’t plan to toast it, spread it out on baking sheets and leave it in
a warm, dry place until all the water has evaporated. If you wish to toast the grains, use the
Toasted Quinoa recipe here.Preheat the oven to 220°F.For grinding into flour, a coffee/spice
grinder is by far the best choice. A food processor on maximum power will work, but it won’t
produce the very fine, even flour you can get from a grinder. Pour ¼ cup of dry quinoa into a
clean grinder; any more, and the grind won’t be fine enough. Grind in 15-second pulses, shaking
the grinder up and down for best results. Continue grinding until the flour is very fine, about 1½
minutes in all. Empty the grinder into a medium mixing bowl, and repeat until you have ground all
the seeds.Loosely and evenly spread out the flour on a rimmed baking sheet to a depth of no
more than ¼ inch. Use more than one pan if necessary.Sonoma PressCopyright © 2015 by
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superfood in more ways than one: Not only is it a gluten-free health-booster packed with
nutrients, it’s a delicious everyday grain (actually, the edible seed of a grain) that can please
anyone, from dedicated vegans to die-hard carnivores. Here are just a few of the unexpected
ways you’ll learn to enjoy quinoa.Blended in a smoothie: You can blend raw quinoa into a
smoothie for a high-protein, high-fiber snack or meal any time of the day. You’ll find a whole
chapter on quinoa smoothies in these pages, but the Frozen Super-Berry Smoothie (here) is a
great place to start.As a movie night treat: Popped quinoa (here) makes a delicious and healthy
snack, perfect for movie night in place of popcorn. You can also sprinkle popped quinoa on
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quinoa adds great texture to granola. Take this combination one step further with Super-Powered
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dessert: Quinoa is a satisfying way to make your favorite desserts gluten-free. Sweet treats and
quinoa are a winning pair, and these amazing Double-Chocolate Brownies (here) are a good
place to start.In sushi: Quinoa makes a satisfying and nutritious rice substitute, as evidenced in
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come out of your kitchen become especially wonderful. The 150+ nutritious, mouth watering
recipes in this book can make quinoa—the tasty, gluten-free superfood—an enjoyable addition



to any meal you cook. These dishes will satisfy not just health-conscious folks, but the pickiest of
eaters—including you!The tiny, grain-like seed known as quinoa has been grown in South
America since ancient times. So why has the rest of the world only now gotten excited about it?
Until very recently, you probably couldn’t even pronounce quinoa (KEEN-wah), and you would
have been hard-pressed to find it, other than in hard-core health food stores. Today, every
national supermarket chain carries quinoa, and you can buy it from bulk bins and in every form
from breakfast cereal to beverages.Quinoa, cooked and eaten much like grain, is tasty, with a
slightly nutty flavor and a delicate texture. It’s versatile, taking on the flavor of other ingredients in
a dish and adapting well to most grain-based recipes. And it’s terrifically simple and quick to
prepare, cooking in just 20 minutes. Even after a long day at work or school, you can easily whip
up a quinoa dish that pleases every member of your household. Save the leftovers for
tomorrow’s lunch.Quinoa is considered a superfood. It’s as nutrient-dense and ultra-good for you
as it is high in fiber and heart-healthy “good fats.” It’s a complete protein, making it an excellent
food choice for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone who simply wants to eat less meat. It’s packed
with antioxidants that may reduce inflammation in your body and boost your immune function, as
well as perhaps help reduce your risk of some forms of cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
obesity.Anyone can enjoy quinoa and benefit from its nutritional advantages, but if you’re on a
gluten-free diet, you’re among the biggest winners in the quinoa game. Although the quinoa
plant is a grain, its edible part is a seed, making it 100 percent gluten-free. Every one of the
recipes in this book is gluten-free, giving you more than 150 scrumptious new options for healthy
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yourself, friends, or guests, makes cooking a true pleasure, and the dishes that come out of your
kitchen become especially wonderful. The 150+ nutritious, mouth watering recipes in this book
can make quinoa—the tasty, gluten-free superfood—an enjoyable addition to any meal you
cook. These dishes will satisfy not just health-conscious folks, but the pickiest of eaters—
including you!The tiny, grain-like seed known as quinoa has been grown in South America since
ancient times. So why has the rest of the world only now gotten excited about it? Until very
recently, you probably couldn’t even pronounce quinoa (KEEN-wah), and you would have been
hard-pressed to find it, other than in hard-core health food stores. Today, every national
supermarket chain carries quinoa, and you can buy it from bulk bins and in every form from
breakfast cereal to beverages.Quinoa, cooked and eaten much like grain, is tasty, with a slightly
nutty flavor and a delicate texture. It’s versatile, taking on the flavor of other ingredients in a dish
and adapting well to most grain-based recipes. And it’s terrifically simple and quick to prepare,
cooking in just 20 minutes. Even after a long day at work or school, you can easily whip up a
quinoa dish that pleases every member of your household. Save the leftovers for tomorrow’s
lunch.Quinoa is considered a superfood. It’s as nutrient-dense and ultra-good for you as it is
high in fiber and heart-healthy “good fats.” It’s a complete protein, making it an excellent food
choice for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone who simply wants to eat less meat. It’s packed with



antioxidants that may reduce inflammation in your body and boost your immune function, as well
as perhaps help reduce your risk of some forms of cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and
obesity.Anyone can enjoy quinoa and benefit from its nutritional advantages, but if you’re on a
gluten-free diet, you’re among the biggest winners in the quinoa game. Although the quinoa
plant is a grain, its edible part is a seed, making it 100 percent gluten-free. Every one of the
recipes in this book is gluten-free, giving you more than 150 scrumptious new options for healthy
eating.Let’s cook!1Go Against the GrainYou know quinoa is good for you. There’s a lot of
interesting stuff to know about this superfood, but you don’t have to learn everything about
quinoa to know it’s delicious, versatile, and easy to make. In fact, you can cook and eat quinoa
like just about any grain, even though it’s not a grain at all. That’s why it’s an ideal addition to
anyone’s menu, whether you’re including more superfoods in your diet, eating healthier in
general, or just broadening your culinary horizons. To delight your palate and please everyone
who eats at your table, make quinoa the star—not just an understudy—of the meal.A Superfood
for Every DayAdding superfoods to your diet is always an excellent idea. As a superfood, quinoa
is especially rich in certain vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients that can make you healthier.
Superfoods range from the very familiar, such as spinach, salmon, black beans, cinnamon, and
blueberries, to the exotic, such as algae, kombucha, goji berries, hempseed, and noni. Over the
past several years, quinoa has moved from the exotic category to the familiar, becoming widely
available in stores and widely used in everyday recipes.What makes quinoa a superfood?
Quinoa is mega-nutritious. A cup of cooked quinoa contains 222 calories, 39 grams of carbs, 8
grams of protein, and 4 grams of fat and delivers 58 percent of the RDA (recommended daily
allowance) of manganese, 30 percent of the magnesium, 28 percent of the phosphorus, 19
percent of the folate, 18 percent of the copper, 15 percent of the iron, and 13 percent of the
zinc.Quinoa is a fantastic source of antioxidants. Antioxidant molecules do their work by slowing
down or blocking a chemical reaction in the body called oxidation, which affects the components
in the food you eat: fat, protein, and carbohydrates. Oxidation can damage or kill cells in your
body. Antioxidants stop this process, which means they help prevent cellular damage and, say
many nutrition experts, a lot of the disorders related to it. Antioxidants also fight disease by
supporting immune function.Quinoa has powerful anti-inflammatory capabilities. Its antioxidants
fight chronic inflammation caused by persistent injuries, toxins, or viruses in the body, or by
autoimmune reactions. Lasting weeks, months, or even years, chronic inflammation can lead to
fibrosis (as in Crohn’s disease), tissue destruction (as in gum disease), and wounds that don’t
heal. It has been implicated in disorders from allergies to rheumatoid arthritis, and scientific
evidence now suggests that inflammation can play a part in depression.Quinoa is said to be a
cancer-fighter. By helping reduce oxidation and prevent cellular damage—especially damage to
DNA—quinoa’s antioxidant punch could help reduce your risk of cancer. Similarly, the anti-
inflammatory power of quinoa may protect you against various cancers related to chronic
inflammation.Quinoa is heart-healthy. A great delivery system for “good fats,” quinoa has
monounsaturated fat oleic acid and the omega-3 fat alpha-linolenic acid (ALA). ALA is an anti-



inflammatory, which suggests it could reduce inflammatory damage to your blood vessels and
your risk of various cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis and angina.Quinoa
combats obesity. An unhealthy diet high in calories and saturated fat not only adds to your
waistline, it can also cause chronic inflammation. This is especially true for habitual overeaters,
who consistently trigger acute (short-term) inflammation that over time becomes chronic.Quinoa
may reduce your risk of diabetes. Studies have shown that eating high-fiber, high-protein foods
like quinoa decreases your risk of developing type 2 diabetes. Quinoa also has a low glycemic
index of 53, so it doesn’t cause the blood sugar spikes that can send insulin levels haywire.
Quinoa’s anti-inflammatory properties also come into play, reducing the chronic inflammation
that’s a type 2 diabetes risk factor.Quinoa may help delay the aging process. It can help reduce
the chronic inflammation that some scientists think contributes to the muscle loss that comes
with aging. Researchers are also studying anti-inflammatories in the treatment of stroke and
neurodegenerative problems such as memory loss.Quinoa is much higher in fiber than most
grains. It gives you more of the benefits of fiber, such as improved digestive health and lower
cholesterol levels. All that fiber makes you feel full without eating a whole lot of quinoa, and
feeling satisfied longer means you eat less of the fattening stuff.Quinoa is a complete protein.
This is extremely rare in the plant world and a boon for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone else
hoping to cut some of the meat out of their diet. High in all nine of the essential amino acids—the
components of protein—quinoa is an outstanding source of this vital nutrient.Quinoa is one very
super food indeed.All About QuinoaTYPES OF QUINOAWhile there are hundreds of varieties of
quinoa, you’re likely to come across only three: white, red, and black. In nutritional terms they’re
virtually identical, and the other differences among them are pretty subtle. Color is the main thing
that sets them apart from each other; for that reason, many cooks choose which to use
according to the colors they want in their dish.White quinoa: The most widely available kind of
quinoa, white quinoa is often simply called quinoa. It’s a bit tan in color, so you might also see it
labeled ivory, golden, yellow, or blond. White quinoa has the mildest flavor and most delicate
texture among the three major varieties, with just a hint of nuttiness on the palate. About 10 to 15
minutes of cooking yields a fluffy result. White quinoa works well as a stand-in for rice in many
dishes.Red quinoa: Somewhat nuttier and crunchier than white quinoa, red quinoa holds its
shape a bit better and sticks together less. This makes it ideal for salads and dishes that call for
a distinct grainy texture. Taking 3 or 4 minutes longer to cook than white quinoa, red quinoa can
add striking color to a dish.Black quinoa: A little crunchier still, black quinoa has a flavor that
some call earthier and others call sweeter than white quinoa. Like red quinoa, it holds its shape
well when cooked and works nicely in dishes that call for separate grains. Its color makes a
dramatic contrast to the greens, reds, and other hues of accompanying ingredients. Black
quinoa needs about 5 minutes more cooking than white.Rainbow quinoa: This is not an actual
variety but a blend of white, red, and black quinoa. You might see it labeled tricolor quinoa or
quinoa blend. Some cooks love its confetti-like appearance, but others prefer to stick with one
color at a time, because of the differences in cooking times.1Go Against the GrainYou know



quinoa is good for you. There’s a lot of interesting stuff to know about this superfood, but you
don’t have to learn everything about quinoa to know it’s delicious, versatile, and easy to make. In
fact, you can cook and eat quinoa like just about any grain, even though it’s not a grain at all.
That’s why it’s an ideal addition to anyone’s menu, whether you’re including more superfoods in
your diet, eating healthier in general, or just broadening your culinary horizons. To delight your
palate and please everyone who eats at your table, make quinoa the star—not just an
understudy—of the meal.A Superfood for Every DayAdding superfoods to your diet is always an
excellent idea. As a superfood, quinoa is especially rich in certain vitamins, minerals, and other
nutrients that can make you healthier. Superfoods range from the very familiar, such as spinach,
salmon, black beans, cinnamon, and blueberries, to the exotic, such as algae, kombucha, goji
berries, hempseed, and noni. Over the past several years, quinoa has moved from the exotic
category to the familiar, becoming widely available in stores and widely used in everyday
recipes.What makes quinoa a superfood?Quinoa is mega-nutritious. A cup of cooked quinoa
contains 222 calories, 39 grams of carbs, 8 grams of protein, and 4 grams of fat and delivers 58
percent of the RDA (recommended daily allowance) of manganese, 30 percent of the
magnesium, 28 percent of the phosphorus, 19 percent of the folate, 18 percent of the copper, 15
percent of the iron, and 13 percent of the zinc.Quinoa is mega-nutritious. A cup of cooked
quinoa contains 222 calories, 39 grams of carbs, 8 grams of protein, and 4 grams of fat and
delivers 58 percent of the RDA (recommended daily allowance) of manganese, 30 percent of
the magnesium, 28 percent of the phosphorus, 19 percent of the folate, 18 percent of the
copper, 15 percent of the iron, and 13 percent of the zinc.Quinoa is a fantastic source of
antioxidants. Antioxidant molecules do their work by slowing down or blocking a chemical
reaction in the body called oxidation, which affects the components in the food you eat: fat,
protein, and carbohydrates. Oxidation can damage or kill cells in your body. Antioxidants stop
this process, which means they help prevent cellular damage and, say many nutrition experts, a
lot of the disorders related to it. Antioxidants also fight disease by supporting immune
function.Quinoa is a fantastic source of antioxidants. Antioxidant molecules do their work by
slowing down or blocking a chemical reaction in the body called oxidation, which affects the
components in the food you eat: fat, protein, and carbohydrates. Oxidation can damage or kill
cells in your body. Antioxidants stop this process, which means they help prevent cellular
damage and, say many nutrition experts, a lot of the disorders related to it. Antioxidants also
fight disease by supporting immune function.Quinoa has powerful anti-inflammatory capabilities.
Its antioxidants fight chronic inflammation caused by persistent injuries, toxins, or viruses in the
body, or by autoimmune reactions. Lasting weeks, months, or even years, chronic inflammation
can lead to fibrosis (as in Crohn’s disease), tissue destruction (as in gum disease), and wounds
that don’t heal. It has been implicated in disorders from allergies to rheumatoid arthritis, and
scientific evidence now suggests that inflammation can play a part in depression.Quinoa has
powerful anti-inflammatory capabilities. Its antioxidants fight chronic inflammation caused by
persistent injuries, toxins, or viruses in the body, or by autoimmune reactions. Lasting weeks,



months, or even years, chronic inflammation can lead to fibrosis (as in Crohn’s disease), tissue
destruction (as in gum disease), and wounds that don’t heal. It has been implicated in disorders
from allergies to rheumatoid arthritis, and scientific evidence now suggests that inflammation
can play a part in depression.Quinoa is said to be a cancer-fighter. By helping reduce oxidation
and prevent cellular damage—especially damage to DNA—quinoa’s antioxidant punch could
help reduce your risk of cancer. Similarly, the anti-inflammatory power of quinoa may protect you
against various cancers related to chronic inflammation.Quinoa is said to be a cancer-fighter. By
helping reduce oxidation and prevent cellular damage—especially damage to DNA—quinoa’s
antioxidant punch could help reduce your risk of cancer. Similarly, the anti-inflammatory power of
quinoa may protect you against various cancers related to chronic inflammation.Quinoa is heart-
healthy. A great delivery system for “good fats,” quinoa has monounsaturated fat oleic acid and
the omega-3 fat alpha-linolenic acid (ALA). ALA is an anti-inflammatory, which suggests it could
reduce inflammatory damage to your blood vessels and your risk of various cardiovascular
diseases, including atherosclerosis and angina.Quinoa is heart-healthy. A great delivery system
for “good fats,” quinoa has monounsaturated fat oleic acid and the omega-3 fat alpha-linolenic
acid (ALA). ALA is an anti-inflammatory, which suggests it could reduce inflammatory damage to
your blood vessels and your risk of various cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis
and angina.Quinoa combats obesity. An unhealthy diet high in calories and saturated fat not only
adds to your waistline, it can also cause chronic inflammation. This is especially true for habitual
overeaters, who consistently trigger acute (short-term) inflammation that over time becomes
chronic.Quinoa combats obesity. An unhealthy diet high in calories and saturated fat not only
adds to your waistline, it can also cause chronic inflammation. This is especially true for habitual
overeaters, who consistently trigger acute (short-term) inflammation that over time becomes
chronic.Quinoa may reduce your risk of diabetes. Studies have shown that eating high-fiber,
high-protein foods like quinoa decreases your risk of developing type 2 diabetes. Quinoa also
has a low glycemic index of 53, so it doesn’t cause the blood sugar spikes that can send insulin
levels haywire. Quinoa’s anti-inflammatory properties also come into play, reducing the chronic
inflammation that’s a type 2 diabetes risk factor.Quinoa may reduce your risk of diabetes.
Studies have shown that eating high-fiber, high-protein foods like quinoa decreases your risk of
developing type 2 diabetes. Quinoa also has a low glycemic index of 53, so it doesn’t cause the
blood sugar spikes that can send insulin levels haywire. Quinoa’s anti-inflammatory properties
also come into play, reducing the chronic inflammation that’s a type 2 diabetes risk factor.Quinoa
may help delay the aging process. It can help reduce the chronic inflammation that some
scientists think contributes to the muscle loss that comes with aging. Researchers are also
studying anti-inflammatories in the treatment of stroke and neurodegenerative problems such as
memory loss.Quinoa may help delay the aging process. It can help reduce the chronic
inflammation that some scientists think contributes to the muscle loss that comes with aging.
Researchers are also studying anti-inflammatories in the treatment of stroke and
neurodegenerative problems such as memory loss.Quinoa is much higher in fiber than most



grains. It gives you more of the benefits of fiber, such as improved digestive health and lower
cholesterol levels. All that fiber makes you feel full without eating a whole lot of quinoa, and
feeling satisfied longer means you eat less of the fattening stuff.Quinoa is much higher in fiber
than most grains. It gives you more of the benefits of fiber, such as improved digestive health
and lower cholesterol levels. All that fiber makes you feel full without eating a whole lot of quinoa,
and feeling satisfied longer means you eat less of the fattening stuff.Quinoa is a complete
protein. This is extremely rare in the plant world and a boon for vegetarians, vegans, and anyone
else hoping to cut some of the meat out of their diet. High in all nine of the essential amino acids
—the components of protein—quinoa is an outstanding source of this vital nutrient.Quinoa is a
complete protein. This is extremely rare in the plant world and a boon for vegetarians, vegans,
and anyone else hoping to cut some of the meat out of their diet. High in all nine of the essential
amino acids—the components of protein—quinoa is an outstanding source of this vital
nutrient.Quinoa is one very super food indeed.All About QuinoaTYPES OF QUINOAWhile there
are hundreds of varieties of quinoa, you’re likely to come across only three: white, red, and black.
In nutritional terms they’re virtually identical, and the other differences among them are pretty
subtle. Color is the main thing that sets them apart from each other; for that reason, many cooks
choose which to use according to the colors they want in their dish.White quinoa: The most
widely available kind of quinoa, white quinoa is often simply called quinoa. It’s a bit tan in color,
so you might also see it labeled ivory, golden, yellow, or blond. White quinoa has the mildest
flavor and most delicate texture among the three major varieties, with just a hint of nuttiness on
the palate. About 10 to 15 minutes of cooking yields a fluffy result. White quinoa works well as a
stand-in for rice in many dishes.Red quinoa: Somewhat nuttier and crunchier than white quinoa,
red quinoa holds its shape a bit better and sticks together less. This makes it ideal for salads and
dishes that call for a distinct grainy texture. Taking 3 or 4 minutes longer to cook than white
quinoa, red quinoa can add striking color to a dish.Black quinoa: A little crunchier still, black
quinoa has a flavor that some call earthier and others call sweeter than white quinoa. Like red
quinoa, it holds its shape well when cooked and works nicely in dishes that call for separate
grains. Its color makes a dramatic contrast to the greens, reds, and other hues of accompanying
ingredients. Black quinoa needs about 5 minutes more cooking than white.Rainbow quinoa: This
is not an actual variety but a blend of white, red, and black quinoa. You might see it labeled
tricolor quinoa or quinoa blend. Some cooks love its confetti-like appearance, but others prefer
to stick with one color at a time, because of the differences in cooking times.QUINOA ON A
BUDGETQuinoa is an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years.
But with its newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from
$4.50 to $8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for
white rice. The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black
($9.00 to $19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary
value with its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each
cooked cup—about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa



costs to a minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs
67 cents per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa
there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK
OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO
OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.QUINOA ON A
BUDGETQuinoa is an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years.
But with its newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from
$4.50 to $8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for
white rice. The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black
($9.00 to $19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary
value with its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each
cooked cup—about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa
costs to a minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs
67 cents per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa
there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK
OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO
OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.QUINOA ON A
BUDGETQuinoa is an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years.
But with its newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from
$4.50 to $8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for
white rice. The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black
($9.00 to $19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary
value with its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each
cooked cup—about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa
costs to a minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs
67 cents per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa



there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK
OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO
OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.QUINOA ON A
BUDGETQuinoa is an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years.
But with its newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from
$4.50 to $8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for
white rice. The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black
($9.00 to $19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary
value with its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each
cooked cup—about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa
costs to a minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs
67 cents per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa
there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK
OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO
OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.QUINOA ON A
BUDGETQuinoa is an amazing “new” find for a food that’s been around for thousands of years.
But with its newfound popularity comes its high price. The price of white quinoa now ranges from
$4.50 to $8.50 per pound, compared with $2.00 or less for brown rice and 70 cents or less for
white rice. The rainbow ($7.00 to $12.00 per pound), red ($7.50 to $14.00 per pound), and black
($9.00 to $19.00 per pound) varieties cost even more. But balance this superfood’s monetary
value with its outstanding nutritional value, offering, for instance, 8 grams of protein for each
cooked cup—about twice that of brown or white rice. Savvy shopping can keep your quinoa
costs to a minimum.SHOP AROUND. White quinoa that costs $5 per pound at Trader Joe’s runs
67 cents per pound more at Walmart and $2 more per pound at Whole Foods.BUY IN BULK.
Supermarkets as well as natural food stores sell many dry goods from bulk bins. Get your quinoa
there instead of the packaged goods aisle and you’re likely to save 60 percent or more.CHECK
OUT LESS EXPENSIVE STORE BRAND PRODUCTS. You probably won’t be able to tell the
difference between it and brand-name quinoa.HIT A WHOLESALE CLUB SUCH AS COSTCO



OR SAM’S CLUB, where you can buy quinoa in large quantities and score low prices.GO
ONLINE. Manufacturers and discount retailers sell a wide selection of quinoa without the
overhead costs of brick-and-mortar stores. And they deliver, sometimes for free.USE WHITE
QUINOA. It’s easiest to find and significantly less expensive than other varieties.TRY QUINOA/
RICE BLENDS. The nutritional benefits will be reduced, but so will your costs.THE
NUTRITIONAL FACTSRecognized by the United Nations as a superfood and proposed by
NASA as an ideal food for astronauts on long space flights, quinoa is an established nutritional
powerhouse. See what just one cup of cooked quinoa (about 6.5 ounces or 185 grams)
offers:Packed with antioxidants to eat yourself healthy. The amazing anti-oxidants in quinoa act
as an anti-inflammatory, and “good fats” make it heart-healthy.8 grams of protein per cooked
cup. This is significantly more than almost any grain. By weight, quinoa is a whopping 14 percent
protein, and it’s a complete, high-quality protein that contains all the amino acids you need—and
that you won’t get from rice or wheat.Half the carbs of pasta. One cup of cooked quinoa has half
the carbs as the same amount of cooked pasta—39 grams to pasta’s 78 grams—and about 10
percent fewer carbs than rice, corn, or wheat.More fiber than one cup of spinach. Healthy and
you don’t have to worry about anything caught in your teeth! Quinoa’s 5 grams of fiber is more
than twice as much as you’ll find in most other grains.Quinoa is all about the good fat. Its 4
grams of fat per one-cup serving is about the same as in corn and 2.5 times more than in wheat
and rice. Half of its fat consists of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, making it a healthy no-
brainer.442 milligrams of lysine—significantly more than any grain. Lysine is an essential amino
acid. Not only does lysine help make quinoa a complete protein, it’s an important nutrient on its
own, key to calcium absorption and other functions.58 percent of the RDA (recommended daily
allowance) of manganese. You may not be very familiar with manganese, but it’s important for
nutrient absorption, wound healing, and bone development—and it’s just one of quinoa’s many
antioxidants. The antioxidants vitamin E, zinc, and copper are also abundant in quinoa.30
percent of the RDA of magnesium. Magnesium regulates your blood pressure, helps with blood
sugar levels, and alleviates migraines.15 percent of the RDA of iron. Iron deficiency is the most
common nutrient deficiency, and iron is essential to blood oxygenation. Quinoa has about 3.5
times more iron than wheat, 6.3 times more than corn, and 18 times more than rice.20 percent of
the RDA of folic acid (folate), a B vitamin. Quinoa is also rich in riboflavin (B2), niacin (B3), and
pyridoxine (B6).SWAP IT!It’s easy to give your diet a healthy, exciting makeover with quinoa. It’s
a very adaptable ingredient that can stand in for many starches (especially grains, which can
sabotage your efforts to eliminate gluten) and boost the nutrition in your meals. Make the switch
to quinoa, and you’ll transform your diet into fuel for a healthy lifestyle. Try quinoa:Instead of oats
in breakfast cereal. Oats are gluten-free, but they can nevertheless cause adverse digestive
reactions in gluten-intolerant people. Quinoa does great for breakfast, as a hot or cold cereal.
Cook up a creamy, fruit-studded pot of hot quinoa, or fill your bowl with Toasty Quinoa Granola
(here).As an alternative to rice in side dishes. Quinoa packs about twice the protein of brown or
white rice, so pilafs, fried rice, and rice and beans—among hundreds of other dishes—step up a



nutritional rung or two when you make them with quinoa.To stand in for pasta in salad. Whether
as the main ingredient in an orzo salad or as an accent in a composed veggie salad, quinoa
delivers not only beautiful texture but 2 to 9 times the various B vitamins of wheat pasta.Instead
of barley in soups. Hearty winter soups such as beef-barley and mushroom-barley are just as
warming and toothsome when you use quinoa. Plus, quinoa soundly beats barley in most
vitamin and mineral categories.As a substitute for potatoes in casseroles. With 3 times the fiber
of potatoes, quinoa can make your casseroles more nourishing. It also gives an entirely new
texture to old favorites.To replace wheat flour in baked treats. If a recipe doesn’t need gluten to
work, you can probably make it with quinoa flour. Think gluten-free chocolate-chip cookies,
blueberry muffins, carrot cake, and more.QUINOA MYTHSThere’s no denying that quinoa’s
gone big-time, but misconceptions about the superfood still swirl through kitchens across the
country.Quinoa is a grain: Wrong. Quinoa is a “pseudograin” or “pseudocereal.” Unlike true grain,
also called cereal, quinoa seeds don’t come from any species of grass. It’s used like a grain and
can be ground into flour, but it comes from a shrub that’s related to spinach, beets, and chard.
Other pseudograins include amaranth, buckwheat, and chia. Next time you hear someone refer
to quinoa as a supergrain, you’ll know the truth.Quinoa is exotic and hard to find: Wrong. Major
supermarket chains, discount retailers, and wholesale clubs sell quinoa. You can also buy the
superfood online from major shopping websites. It comes packaged and in bulk, dried and
parboiled, as breakfast cereal and in gluten-free baked goods, in boxed side dishes and frozen
entrées, and as flakes and flour.Quinoa is bland and unappetizing: Wrong. Quinoa has a subtle
nutty flavor and delicate crunchiness, and it cooks up nice and fluffy. It lends a pleasant texture
to all kinds of dishes and soaks up the flavors of sauces and other ingredients. The specialty
shades—rainbow, red, and black—add color and fun to sides and main dishes.Quinoa is bitter:
Wrong. Quinoa isn’t bitter if you rinse it before cooking, even if the packaging indicates it already
has been washed. When harvested, quinoa is naturally coated with bitter-tasting substances
called saponins that repel hungry birds and are disagreeable to humans. Quinoa is processed to
remove the saponins before being sold.That leaves one more interesting bit of quinoa lore:
Quinoa is politically correct. This one is complicated. True, the United Nations proclaimed 2013
the International Year of Quinoa, declaring: “Faced with the challenge of increasing the
production of quality food to feed the world’s population in the context of climate change, quinoa
offers an alternative for those countries suffering from food insecurity.” The case of Bolivia,
however, may bring that statement into question.On the plus side, quinoa is mostly grown by
small farmers rather than corporations, which helps maximize the superfood boom’s economic
benefits to the communities where it’s grown. In Bolivia, which produces most of the world’s
quinoa, the income of quinoa farmers has gone up, but quinoa’s success has not been
undisputed.According to some analysts, many farmers have come to see quinoa as too valuable
to eat. They sell their entire crop for profit rather than saving some for themselves, instead eating
cheaper, less-nourishing processed foods. Bolivians who aren’t profiting from quinoa’s
international popularity are also turning to commercial foods because they can no longer afford



the increasingly expensive superfood.Some researchers raise another concern: Farmers have
dedicated more and more land to quinoa, reducing the land available for other crops that have
traditionally been a significant part of the local diet. In addition, land that should be allowed to
rest between quinoa crops stays in cultivation, leading to soil depletion that threatens quinoa’s
sustainability. With experts arguing all sides of the situation, the jury remains out on the ultimate
implications of quinoa’s success.THE NUTRITIONAL FACTSRecognized by the United Nations
as a superfood and proposed by NASA as an ideal food for astronauts on long space flights,
quinoa is an established nutritional powerhouse. See what just one cup of cooked quinoa (about
6.5 ounces or 185 grams) offers:Packed with antioxidants to eat yourself healthy. The amazing
anti-oxidants in quinoa act as an anti-inflammatory, and “good fats” make it heart-healthy.Packed
with antioxidants to eat yourself healthy. The amazing anti-oxidants in quinoa act as an anti-
inflammatory, and “good fats” make it heart-healthy.8 grams of protein per cooked cup. This is
significantly more than almost any grain. By weight, quinoa is a whopping 14 percent protein,
and it’s a complete, high-quality protein that contains all the amino acids you need—and that
you won’t get from rice or wheat.8 grams of protein per cooked cup. This is significantly more
than almost any grain. By weight, quinoa is a whopping 14 percent protein, and it’s a complete,
high-quality protein that contains all the amino acids you need—and that you won’t get from rice
or wheat.Half the carbs of pasta. One cup of cooked quinoa has half the carbs as the same
amount of cooked pasta—39 grams to pasta’s 78 grams—and about 10 percent fewer carbs
than rice, corn, or wheat.Half the carbs of pasta. One cup of cooked quinoa has half the carbs as
the same amount of cooked pasta—39 grams to pasta’s 78 grams—and about 10 percent fewer
carbs than rice, corn, or wheat.More fiber than one cup of spinach. Healthy and you don’t have
to worry about anything caught in your teeth! Quinoa’s 5 grams of fiber is more than twice as
much as you’ll find in most other grains.More fiber than one cup of spinach. Healthy and you
don’t have to worry about anything caught in your teeth! Quinoa’s 5 grams of fiber is more than
twice as much as you’ll find in most other grains.Quinoa is all about the good fat. Its 4 grams of
fat per one-cup serving is about the same as in corn and 2.5 times more than in wheat and rice.
Half of its fat consists of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, making it a healthy no-
brainer.Quinoa is all about the good fat. Its 4 grams of fat per one-cup serving is about the same
as in corn and 2.5 times more than in wheat and rice. Half of its fat consists of omega-3 and
omega-6 fatty acids, making it a healthy no-brainer.442 milligrams of lysine—significantly more
than any grain. Lysine is an essential amino acid. Not only does lysine help make quinoa a
complete protein, it’s an important nutrient on its own, key to calcium absorption and other
functions.442 milligrams of lysine—significantly more than any grain. Lysine is an essential
amino acid. Not only does lysine help make quinoa a complete protein, it’s an important nutrient
on its own, key to calcium absorption and other functions.58 percent of the RDA (recommended
daily allowance) of manganese. You may not be very familiar with manganese, but it’s important
for nutrient absorption, wound healing, and bone development—and it’s just one of quinoa’s
many antioxidants. The antioxidants vitamin E, zinc, and copper are also abundant in quinoa.58



percent of the RDA (recommended daily allowance) of manganese. You may not be very familiar
with manganese, but it’s important for nutrient absorption, wound healing, and bone
development—and it’s just one of quinoa’s many antioxidants. The antioxidants vitamin E, zinc,
and copper are also abundant in quinoa.30 percent of the RDA of magnesium. Magnesium
regulates your blood pressure, helps with blood sugar levels, and alleviates migraines.30
percent of the RDA of magnesium. Magnesium regulates your blood pressure, helps with blood
sugar levels, and alleviates migraines.15 percent of the RDA of iron. Iron deficiency is the most
common nutrient deficiency, and iron is essential to blood oxygenation. Quinoa has about 3.5
times more iron than wheat, 6.3 times more than corn, and 18 times more than rice.15 percent of
the RDA of iron. Iron deficiency is the most common nutrient deficiency, and iron is essential to
blood oxygenation. Quinoa has about 3.5 times more iron than wheat, 6.3 times more than corn,
and 18 times more than rice.20 percent of the RDA of folic acid (folate), a B vitamin. Quinoa is
also rich in riboflavin (B2), niacin (B3), and pyridoxine (B6).20 percent of the RDA of folic acid
(folate), a B vitamin. Quinoa is also rich in riboflavin (B2), niacin (B3), and pyridoxine (B6).SWAP
IT!It’s easy to give your diet a healthy, exciting makeover with quinoa. It’s a very adaptable
ingredient that can stand in for many starches (especially grains, which can sabotage your
efforts to eliminate gluten) and boost the nutrition in your meals. Make the switch to quinoa, and
you’ll transform your diet into fuel for a healthy lifestyle. Try quinoa:Instead of oats in breakfast
cereal. Oats are gluten-free, but they can nevertheless cause adverse digestive reactions in
gluten-intolerant people. Quinoa does great for breakfast, as a hot or cold cereal. Cook up a
creamy, fruit-studded pot of hot quinoa, or fill your bowl with Toasty Quinoa Granola
(here).Instead of oats in breakfast cereal. Oats are gluten-free, but they can nevertheless cause
adverse digestive reactions in gluten-intolerant people. Quinoa does great for breakfast, as a hot
or cold cereal. Cook up a creamy, fruit-studded pot of hot quinoa, or fill your bowl with Toasty
Quinoa Granola (here).As an alternative to rice in side dishes. Quinoa packs about twice the
protein of brown or white rice, so pilafs, fried rice, and rice and beans—among hundreds of
other dishes—step up a nutritional rung or two when you make them with quinoa.As an
alternative to rice in side dishes. Quinoa packs about twice the protein of brown or white rice, so
pilafs, fried rice, and rice and beans—among hundreds of other dishes—step up a nutritional
rung or two when you make them with quinoa.To stand in for pasta in salad. Whether as the main
ingredient in an orzo salad or as an accent in a composed veggie salad, quinoa delivers not only
beautiful texture but 2 to 9 times the various B vitamins of wheat pasta.To stand in for pasta in
salad. Whether as the main ingredient in an orzo salad or as an accent in a composed veggie
salad, quinoa delivers not only beautiful texture but 2 to 9 times the various B vitamins of wheat
pasta.Instead of barley in soups. Hearty winter soups such as beef-barley and mushroom-barley
are just as warming and toothsome when you use quinoa. Plus, quinoa soundly beats barley in
most vitamin and mineral categories.Instead of barley in soups. Hearty winter soups such as
beef-barley and mushroom-barley are just as warming and toothsome when you use quinoa.
Plus, quinoa soundly beats barley in most vitamin and mineral categories.As a substitute for



potatoes in casseroles. With 3 times the fiber of potatoes, quinoa can make your casseroles
more nourishing. It also gives an entirely new texture to old favorites.As a substitute for potatoes
in casseroles. With 3 times the fiber of potatoes, quinoa can make your casseroles more
nourishing. It also gives an entirely new texture to old favorites.To replace wheat flour in baked
treats. If a recipe doesn’t need gluten to work, you can probably make it with quinoa flour. Think
gluten-free chocolate-chip cookies, blueberry muffins, carrot cake, and more.To replace wheat
flour in baked treats. If a recipe doesn’t need gluten to work, you can probably make it with
quinoa flour. Think gluten-free chocolate-chip cookies, blueberry muffins, carrot cake, and
more.QUINOA MYTHSThere’s no denying that quinoa’s gone big-time, but misconceptions
about the superfood still swirl through kitchens across the country.Quinoa is a grain: Wrong.
Quinoa is a “pseudograin” or “pseudocereal.” Unlike true grain, also called cereal, quinoa seeds
don’t come from any species of grass. It’s used like a grain and can be ground into flour, but it
comes from a shrub that’s related to spinach, beets, and chard. Other pseudograins include
amaranth, buckwheat, and chia. Next time you hear someone refer to quinoa as a supergrain,
you’ll know the truth.Quinoa is a grain: Wrong. Quinoa is a “pseudograin” or “pseudocereal.”
Unlike true grain, also called cereal, quinoa seeds don’t come from any species of grass. It’s
used like a grain and can be ground into flour, but it comes from a shrub that’s related to
spinach, beets, and chard. Other pseudograins include amaranth, buckwheat, and chia. Next
time you hear someone refer to quinoa as a supergrain, you’ll know the truth.Quinoa is exotic
and hard to find: Wrong. Major supermarket chains, discount retailers, and wholesale clubs sell
quinoa. You can also buy the superfood online from major shopping websites. It comes
packaged and in bulk, dried and parboiled, as breakfast cereal and in gluten-free baked goods,
in boxed side dishes and frozen entrées, and as flakes and flour.Quinoa is exotic and hard to
find: Wrong. Major supermarket chains, discount retailers, and wholesale clubs sell quinoa. You
can also buy the superfood online from major shopping websites. It comes packaged and in
bulk, dried and parboiled, as breakfast cereal and in gluten-free baked goods, in boxed side
dishes and frozen entrées, and as flakes and flour.Quinoa is bland and unappetizing: Wrong.
Quinoa has a subtle nutty flavor and delicate crunchiness, and it cooks up nice and fluffy. It lends
a pleasant texture to all kinds of dishes and soaks up the flavors of sauces and other
ingredients. The specialty shades—rainbow, red, and black—add color and fun to sides and
main dishes.Quinoa is bland and unappetizing: Wrong. Quinoa has a subtle nutty flavor and
delicate crunchiness, and it cooks up nice and fluffy. It lends a pleasant texture to all kinds of
dishes and soaks up the flavors of sauces and other ingredients. The specialty shades—
rainbow, red, and black—add color and fun to sides and main dishes.Quinoa is bitter: Wrong.
Quinoa isn’t bitter if you rinse it before cooking, even if the packaging indicates it already has
been washed. When harvested, quinoa is naturally coated with bitter-tasting substances called
saponins that repel hungry birds and are disagreeable to humans. Quinoa is processed to
remove the saponins before being sold.Quinoa is bitter: Wrong. Quinoa isn’t bitter if you rinse it
before cooking, even if the packaging indicates it already has been washed. When harvested,



quinoa is naturally coated with bitter-tasting substances called saponins that repel hungry birds
and are disagreeable to humans. Quinoa is processed to remove the saponins before being
sold.That leaves one more interesting bit of quinoa lore: Quinoa is politically correct. This one is
complicated. True, the United Nations proclaimed 2013 the International Year of Quinoa,
declaring: “Faced with the challenge of increasing the production of quality food to feed the
world’s population in the context of climate change, quinoa offers an alternative for those
countries suffering from food insecurity.” The case of Bolivia, however, may bring that statement
into question.On the plus side, quinoa is mostly grown by small farmers rather than corporations,
which helps maximize the superfood boom’s economic benefits to the communities where it’s
grown. In Bolivia, which produces most of the world’s quinoa, the income of quinoa farmers has
gone up, but quinoa’s success has not been undisputed.According to some analysts, many
farmers have come to see quinoa as too valuable to eat. They sell their entire crop for profit
rather than saving some for themselves, instead eating cheaper, less-nourishing processed
foods. Bolivians who aren’t profiting from quinoa’s international popularity are also turning to
commercial foods because they can no longer afford the increasingly expensive
superfood.Some researchers raise another concern: Farmers have dedicated more and more
land to quinoa, reducing the land available for other crops that have traditionally been a
significant part of the local diet. In addition, land that should be allowed to rest between quinoa
crops stays in cultivation, leading to soil depletion that threatens quinoa’s sustainability. With
experts arguing all sides of the situation, the jury remains out on the ultimate implications of
quinoa’s success.QUINOA FOR EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are designed to please all
kinds of eaters. Because quinoa can be incorporated into a wide variety of dishes, it is a
welcome part of any diet, from carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in everything
from fried chicken and birthday cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the recipes are
clearly labeled to help you choose dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and diets, as well
as your available time and energy. Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt the recipes for
even the pickiest eater in your household. Use the following recipe labels to quickly identify
meals that will suit your household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT LOVERS: Quinoa
will please even the most strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the mashed potatoes
you might have with a steak dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato bake. It can stand
in for rice in carne asada burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used instead of wheat in
the crust on juicy fried pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken Parmesan. Of course, you
can add meat to many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to quinoa pancakes or grilled,
sliced sirloin atop a quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in quinoa in place of meat in
carnivore-friendly dishes such as sloppy joes and turkey burgers.VEGANS AND
VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein, quinoa makes an excellent addition to vegan and
vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley, or other grains, which are not complete proteins,
use this superfood to create hunger-beating, muscle-building meals. Cooking for a mixed
audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a problem, since quinoa dishes can satisfy everyone



at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti, and then swap out
the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS: Researchers have found that most kids don’t mind—and
many don’t even notice—when healthy foods are substituted for less healthy ones. This is a
boon if you want to introduce superfoods into your child’s diet. With a trip to the supermarket,
you can bring more protein, good fat, vitamins, and minerals into your pantry without causing a
ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced with quinoa pasta in dishes such as macaroni and cheese,
spaghetti and meatballs, buttered noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup. Quinoa can take the
place of rice in California rolls, and quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in breaded chicken
fingers. When it’s time for milk and cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the baking plate, and
quinoa milk can wash down the sweet treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a party or potluck, or
hosting an event of your own? Instead of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta dish, bring a pan of
quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party, whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa and beans, and
jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna or chocolate
quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve, delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as mushroom-
quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with that
caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one? Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You can
prepare a large batch of the superfood and refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or in a
premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it will last several days, reemerging with the same great
flavor and texture it had when made fresh. One session in the kitchen can yield three days’ worth
of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion and
freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will greet you after working late, or quinoa energy
bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD: Recipes that freeze well are perfect to make ahead
for a quick dinner when you’re short on time. Recipes with this label can be prepared during a
batch cooking session, such as when making a casserole, soup, or stew. These recipes can also
be prepared ahead and put in the oven the next day.ONE POT: Convenient options when you
don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen, these flavor-packed meals are created in a single
skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch oven, or stockpot. Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any
easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced world, it can be hard to find time to prepare a
homemade meal with everything else that needs to fit into your day. These recipes can be made
in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making your day a little easier.One label you will not
need in this book is gluten-free. This is because every recipe in this book was designed to take
advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying substitute for gluten in your diet.QUINOA FOR
EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are designed to please all kinds of eaters. Because quinoa
can be incorporated into a wide variety of dishes, it is a welcome part of any diet, from
carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in everything from fried chicken and birthday
cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the recipes are clearly labeled to help you choose
dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and diets, as well as your available time and energy.
Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt the recipes for even the pickiest eater in your
household. Use the following recipe labels to quickly identify meals that will suit your



household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT LOVERS: Quinoa will please even the most
strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the mashed potatoes you might have with a steak
dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato bake. It can stand in for rice in carne asada
burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used instead of wheat in the crust on juicy fried
pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken Parmesan. Of course, you can add meat to
many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to quinoa pancakes or grilled, sliced sirloin atop a
quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in quinoa in place of meat in carnivore-friendly dishes
such as sloppy joes and turkey burgers.VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein,
quinoa makes an excellent addition to vegan and vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley,
or other grains, which are not complete proteins, use this superfood to create hunger-beating,
muscle-building meals. Cooking for a mixed audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a
problem, since quinoa dishes can satisfy everyone at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley
risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti, and then swap out the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS:
Researchers have found that most kids don’t mind—and many don’t even notice—when healthy
foods are substituted for less healthy ones. This is a boon if you want to introduce superfoods
into your child’s diet. With a trip to the supermarket, you can bring more protein, good fat,
vitamins, and minerals into your pantry without causing a ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced
with quinoa pasta in dishes such as macaroni and cheese, spaghetti and meatballs, buttered
noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup. Quinoa can take the place of rice in California rolls, and
quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in breaded chicken fingers. When it’s time for milk and
cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the baking plate, and quinoa milk can wash down the sweet
treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a party or potluck, or hosting an event of your own? Instead
of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta dish, bring a pan of quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party,
whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa and beans, and jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school
fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna or chocolate quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve,
delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as mushroom-quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with
smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with that caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one?
Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You can prepare a large batch of the superfood and
refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or in a premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it
will last several days, reemerging with the same great flavor and texture it had when made fresh.
One session in the kitchen can yield three days’ worth of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a
mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion and freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will
greet you after working late, or quinoa energy bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD:
Recipes that freeze well are perfect to make ahead for a quick dinner when you’re short on time.
Recipes with this label can be prepared during a batch cooking session, such as when making a
casserole, soup, or stew. These recipes can also be prepared ahead and put in the oven the
next day.ONE POT: Convenient options when you don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen,
these flavor-packed meals are created in a single skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch
oven, or stockpot. Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced



world, it can be hard to find time to prepare a homemade meal with everything else that needs to
fit into your day. These recipes can be made in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making
your day a little easier.One label you will not need in this book is gluten-free. This is because
every recipe in this book was designed to take advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying
substitute for gluten in your diet.QUINOA FOR EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are
designed to please all kinds of eaters. Because quinoa can be incorporated into a wide variety of
dishes, it is a welcome part of any diet, from carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in
everything from fried chicken and birthday cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the
recipes are clearly labeled to help you choose dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and
diets, as well as your available time and energy. Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt
the recipes for even the pickiest eater in your household. Use the following recipe labels to
quickly identify meals that will suit your household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT
LOVERS: Quinoa will please even the most strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the
mashed potatoes you might have with a steak dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato
bake. It can stand in for rice in carne asada burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used
instead of wheat in the crust on juicy fried pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken
Parmesan. Of course, you can add meat to many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to
quinoa pancakes or grilled, sliced sirloin atop a quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in
quinoa in place of meat in carnivore-friendly dishes such as sloppy joes and turkey
burgers.VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein, quinoa makes an excellent
addition to vegan and vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley, or other grains, which are
not complete proteins, use this superfood to create hunger-beating, muscle-building meals.
Cooking for a mixed audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a problem, since quinoa dishes
can satisfy everyone at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti,
and then swap out the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS: Researchers have found that most kids
don’t mind—and many don’t even notice—when healthy foods are substituted for less healthy
ones. This is a boon if you want to introduce superfoods into your child’s diet. With a trip to the
supermarket, you can bring more protein, good fat, vitamins, and minerals into your pantry
without causing a ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced with quinoa pasta in dishes such as
macaroni and cheese, spaghetti and meatballs, buttered noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup.
Quinoa can take the place of rice in California rolls, and quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in
breaded chicken fingers. When it’s time for milk and cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the
baking plate, and quinoa milk can wash down the sweet treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a
party or potluck, or hosting an event of your own? Instead of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta
dish, bring a pan of quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party, whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa
and beans, and jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna
or chocolate quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve, delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as
mushroom-quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with
that caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one? Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You



can prepare a large batch of the superfood and refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or
in a premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it will last several days, reemerging with the same
great flavor and texture it had when made fresh. One session in the kitchen can yield three days’
worth of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion
and freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will greet you after working late, or quinoa
energy bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD: Recipes that freeze well are perfect to
make ahead for a quick dinner when you’re short on time. Recipes with this label can be
prepared during a batch cooking session, such as when making a casserole, soup, or stew.
These recipes can also be prepared ahead and put in the oven the next day.ONE POT:
Convenient options when you don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen, these flavor-packed
meals are created in a single skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch oven, or stockpot.
Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced world, it can be hard
to find time to prepare a homemade meal with everything else that needs to fit into your day.
These recipes can be made in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making your day a little
easier.One label you will not need in this book is gluten-free. This is because every recipe in this
book was designed to take advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying substitute for gluten in your
diet.QUINOA FOR EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are designed to please all kinds of
eaters. Because quinoa can be incorporated into a wide variety of dishes, it is a welcome part of
any diet, from carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in everything from fried chicken
and birthday cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the recipes are clearly labeled to help
you choose dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and diets, as well as your available time
and energy. Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt the recipes for even the pickiest eater
in your household. Use the following recipe labels to quickly identify meals that will suit your
household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT LOVERS: Quinoa will please even the most
strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the mashed potatoes you might have with a steak
dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato bake. It can stand in for rice in carne asada
burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used instead of wheat in the crust on juicy fried
pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken Parmesan. Of course, you can add meat to
many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to quinoa pancakes or grilled, sliced sirloin atop a
quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in quinoa in place of meat in carnivore-friendly dishes
such as sloppy joes and turkey burgers.VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein,
quinoa makes an excellent addition to vegan and vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley,
or other grains, which are not complete proteins, use this superfood to create hunger-beating,
muscle-building meals. Cooking for a mixed audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a
problem, since quinoa dishes can satisfy everyone at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley
risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti, and then swap out the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS:
Researchers have found that most kids don’t mind—and many don’t even notice—when healthy
foods are substituted for less healthy ones. This is a boon if you want to introduce superfoods
into your child’s diet. With a trip to the supermarket, you can bring more protein, good fat,



vitamins, and minerals into your pantry without causing a ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced
with quinoa pasta in dishes such as macaroni and cheese, spaghetti and meatballs, buttered
noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup. Quinoa can take the place of rice in California rolls, and
quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in breaded chicken fingers. When it’s time for milk and
cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the baking plate, and quinoa milk can wash down the sweet
treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a party or potluck, or hosting an event of your own? Instead
of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta dish, bring a pan of quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party,
whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa and beans, and jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school
fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna or chocolate quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve,
delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as mushroom-quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with
smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with that caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one?
Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You can prepare a large batch of the superfood and
refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or in a premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it
will last several days, reemerging with the same great flavor and texture it had when made fresh.
One session in the kitchen can yield three days’ worth of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a
mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion and freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will
greet you after working late, or quinoa energy bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD:
Recipes that freeze well are perfect to make ahead for a quick dinner when you’re short on time.
Recipes with this label can be prepared during a batch cooking session, such as when making a
casserole, soup, or stew. These recipes can also be prepared ahead and put in the oven the
next day.ONE POT: Convenient options when you don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen,
these flavor-packed meals are created in a single skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch
oven, or stockpot. Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced
world, it can be hard to find time to prepare a homemade meal with everything else that needs to
fit into your day. These recipes can be made in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making
your day a little easier.One label you will not need in this book is gluten-free. This is because
every recipe in this book was designed to take advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying
substitute for gluten in your diet.QUINOA FOR EVERYONEThe recipes in this book are
designed to please all kinds of eaters. Because quinoa can be incorporated into a wide variety of
dishes, it is a welcome part of any diet, from carnivorous to vegan. The superfood works well in
everything from fried chicken and birthday cake to health shakes and vegan entrées.All the
recipes are clearly labeled to help you choose dishes that suit you and your family’s needs and
diets, as well as your available time and energy. Tips throughout teach you how you can adapt
the recipes for even the pickiest eater in your household. Use the following recipe labels to
quickly identify meals that will suit your household’s taste buds every day of the week:MEAT
LOVERS: Quinoa will please even the most strident meat-and-potatoes fan. It can replace the
mashed potatoes you might have with a steak dinner or go in your grandma’s pork chop–potato
bake. It can stand in for rice in carne asada burritos or a homey chicken-and-rice stew, be used
instead of wheat in the crust on juicy fried pork chops, or replace the pasta under chicken



Parmesan. Of course, you can add meat to many quinoa dishes. Try thick-cut bacon next to
quinoa pancakes or grilled, sliced sirloin atop a quinoa-avocado salad. Or you can sneak in
quinoa in place of meat in carnivore-friendly dishes such as sloppy joes and turkey
burgers.VEGANS AND VEGETARIANS: As a complete protein, quinoa makes an excellent
addition to vegan and vegetarian diets. Instead of brown rice, barley, or other grains, which are
not complete proteins, use this superfood to create hunger-beating, muscle-building meals.
Cooking for a mixed audience of vegans and non-vegans isn’t a problem, since quinoa dishes
can satisfy everyone at the table. Think tofu fried rice, barley risotto, and whole-wheat baked ziti,
and then swap out the grain for quinoa. Delicious!KIDS: Researchers have found that most kids
don’t mind—and many don’t even notice—when healthy foods are substituted for less healthy
ones. This is a boon if you want to introduce superfoods into your child’s diet. With a trip to the
supermarket, you can bring more protein, good fat, vitamins, and minerals into your pantry
without causing a ripple. Wheat pasta can be replaced with quinoa pasta in dishes such as
macaroni and cheese, spaghetti and meatballs, buttered noodles, and chicken-and-stars soup.
Quinoa can take the place of rice in California rolls, and quinoa flour can substitute for wheat in
breaded chicken fingers. When it’s time for milk and cookies, quinoa flour can step up to the
baking plate, and quinoa milk can wash down the sweet treats.LARGE GROUPS: Headed to a
party or potluck, or hosting an event of your own? Instead of contributing a potato, rice, or pasta
dish, bring a pan of quinoa. For a Cinco de Mayo party, whip up some spicy quinoa chili, quinoa
and beans, and jalapeño “cornbread.” At that school fund-raiser, show up with a quinoa lasagna
or chocolate quinoa cake. On New Year’s Eve, delight your guests with hors d’oeuvres such as
mushroom-quinoa tartlets, quinoa canapés with smoked salmon, and quinoa blinis to go with
that caviar.SINGLETONS: Cooking for one? Quinoa is your friend. It’s great as a leftover. You
can prepare a large batch of the superfood and refrigerate or freeze part of it, either on its own or
in a premade dish. Pop it in the fridge, and it will last several days, reemerging with the same
great flavor and texture it had when made fresh. One session in the kitchen can yield three days’
worth of quinoa–sweet potato salad for lunch, a mushroom-quinoa soup that you can portion
and freeze for a rainy day, a shepherd’s pie that will greet you after working late, or quinoa
energy bars to pack in your gym bag.MAKE AHEAD: Recipes that freeze well are perfect to
make ahead for a quick dinner when you’re short on time. Recipes with this label can be
prepared during a batch cooking session, such as when making a casserole, soup, or stew.
These recipes can also be prepared ahead and put in the oven the next day.ONE POT:
Convenient options when you don’t want to make a big mess in the kitchen, these flavor-packed
meals are created in a single skillet, saucepan, bowl, baking dish, Dutch oven, or stockpot.
Kitchen clean up doesn’t get any easier.30-MINUTE: In today’s fast-paced world, it can be hard
to find time to prepare a homemade meal with everything else that needs to fit into your day.
These recipes can be made in 30-minutes or less from start to finish, making your day a little
easier.One label you will not need in this book is gluten-free. This is because every recipe in this
book was designed to take advantage of quinoa’s role as a satisfying substitute for gluten in your



diet.COOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect, fluffy
quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and it’s
easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry
quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOACOOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect,
fluffy quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and
it’s easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry
quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOACOOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect,
fluffy quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and
it’s easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry



quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOACOOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect,
fluffy quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and
it’s easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry
quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOACOOKING WITH QUINOAIn only 15 to 20 minutes, you can cook a batch of perfect,
fluffy quinoa. It’s as easy to prepare as white rice and takes about the same amount of time, and
it’s easier and much quicker to cook than brown rice. You can make it on the stovetop or in your
steamer, rice cooker, or slow cooker. In a pinch, you can even cook quinoa in your
microwave.How to Prepare QuinoaThere are many different opinions on how much water to use
to cook quinoa and on how much quinoa a given combination will yield. Most recipes call for a
ratio of 1 part quinoa to 2 parts water, others for more water. Do a little experimenting. If the
quinoa turns out too crunchy, you need to use more water. Too mushy? You need less. Red and
black versions may require more water. Your ratios will depend partly on the age of your dry
quinoa: The older the seeds (make sure they’re not stale!), the more water you’ll need. The
recipes in this book use a ratio of 1:2 dry quinoa to water and assume that the yield will be about
3 cups.To ensure no trace of bitterness shows up in your food, give the quinoa a rinse before you
cook it, even if the packaging states it has already been washed. Pour the dry quinoa into a fine-
mesh sieve and run cold water over it until the water runs clear; then shake it to drain. Now you’re
ready to go!HOW MUCH TO USE?COOKING TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF
QUINOAStovetop QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5
MINUTES / COOK: 15 TO 20 MINUTESLike rice, quinoa is typically prepared on the stove. It’s
generally boiled in water, with a little salt, but you can use vegetable, mushroom, or chicken



stock to add a lot of flavor to quinoa’s inherent nuttiness. Give the quinoa extra flair by
substituting ½ to 1 cup of dry white wine for the same amount of stock.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups
water or stock½ teaspoon saltStep 1: Measure Measure the dry quinoa into a fine-mesh
sieve.Step 2: Rinse Put the quinoa in a fine-mesh strainer. Rinse it with cold water until the water
runs clear. Drain the quinoa.Step 3: Cook In a medium saucepan over high heat, bring the liquid
to a boil. Add the salt and the quinoa to the water. Give the mixture a stir and bring it back to a
boil. Turn the heat to low, and cover the pan. Simmer the quinoa for 15 minutes.Step 4: Check
After 15 minutes, check the quinoa for doneness. The grains should be translucent, and a little
white tail should spiral out from each. To ensure fluffy quinoa, check that the grains aren’t stuck
together. They should be slightly firm (but not crunchy), because the quinoa continues cooking
and softening for a few minutes after being removed from the heat.Red and black quinoa
generally require a few minutes more to cook than white quinoa (see the Cooking Times chart,
here). Whatever the color, if the quinoa isn’t done at 15 minutes, cover the pan, cook a minute
longer, and test again.Step 5: Rest When the quinoa is ready, remove it from the heat and check
to see if any excess liquid remains in the pan. If so, drain the quinoa through a fine-mesh sieve
and return it to the pan. Cover the pan with a clean dish towel (to keep condensation from
dripping back into the pan), cover with the lid, and let the quinoa stand for 5 to 10 minutes.Step
6: Fluff Like couscous, cooked quinoa should be fluffed just before going into a recipe or onto
the table. Uncover the pan and use a fork to fluff and separate the grains. When done, the
quinoa should look light and delicate. Quinoa makes great leftovers. To maintain freshness
between cooking and eating, put the quinoa in an airtight container or plastic zip-top bag and
pop it into the refrigerator. It will keep for 3 or 4 days; if necessary, reheat it in a microwave or
steamer when you’re ready to eat. Alternatively, you can freeze it and then defrost it in the fridge
before using.Stovetop QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5
MINUTES / COOK: 15 TO 20 MINUTESLike rice, quinoa is typically prepared on the stove. It’s
generally boiled in water, with a little salt, but you can use vegetable, mushroom, or chicken
stock to add a lot of flavor to quinoa’s inherent nuttiness. Give the quinoa extra flair by
substituting ½ to 1 cup of dry white wine for the same amount of stock.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups
water or stock½ teaspoon saltStep 1: Measure Measure the dry quinoa into a fine-mesh
sieve.Step 2: Rinse Put the quinoa in a fine-mesh strainer. Rinse it with cold water until the water
runs clear. Drain the quinoa.Step 3: Cook In a medium saucepan over high heat, bring the liquid
to a boil. Add the salt and the quinoa to the water. Give the mixture a stir and bring it back to a
boil. Turn the heat to low, and cover the pan. Simmer the quinoa for 15 minutes.Step 4: Check
After 15 minutes, check the quinoa for doneness. The grains should be translucent, and a little
white tail should spiral out from each. To ensure fluffy quinoa, check that the grains aren’t stuck
together. They should be slightly firm (but not crunchy), because the quinoa continues cooking
and softening for a few minutes after being removed from the heat.Red and black quinoa
generally require a few minutes more to cook than white quinoa (see the Cooking Times chart,
here). Whatever the color, if the quinoa isn’t done at 15 minutes, cover the pan, cook a minute



longer, and test again.Step 5: Rest When the quinoa is ready, remove it from the heat and check
to see if any excess liquid remains in the pan. If so, drain the quinoa through a fine-mesh sieve
and return it to the pan. Cover the pan with a clean dish towel (to keep condensation from
dripping back into the pan), cover with the lid, and let the quinoa stand for 5 to 10 minutes.Step
6: Fluff Like couscous, cooked quinoa should be fluffed just before going into a recipe or onto
the table. Uncover the pan and use a fork to fluff and separate the grains. When done, the
quinoa should look light and delicate. Quinoa makes great leftovers. To maintain freshness
between cooking and eating, put the quinoa in an airtight container or plastic zip-top bag and
pop it into the refrigerator. It will keep for 3 or 4 days; if necessary, reheat it in a microwave or
steamer when you’re ready to eat. Alternatively, you can freeze it and then defrost it in the fridge
before using.Steamer / Rice Cooker QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS /
PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 15 TO 20 MINUTESYour steamer or rice cooker is a very handy
tool for cooking quinoa and even makes the process a little easier than cooking on the stovetop.
All you need to do is prep the quinoa, push a button, and walk away until it’s done—your device
may even turn off automatically. The quinoa undergoes essentially the same process that it does
on the stovetop, so refer to the Stovetop Quinoa recipe (here) for more details about each step.1
cup dry quinoa2 cups water or stock½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and put it in the
steamer or rice cooker. Stir in the water and salt.Turn on your steamer or rice cooker. If your
device has several settings, choose the “white rice” option or whatever setting you use to cook
white rice. For devices that require a time setting, turn the timer to 15 to 20 minutes, depending
on the color of the quinoa (see Cooking Times chart, here).When your steamer or rice cooker
completes its cycle, test the quinoa for doneness. Cook for another minute or two if necessary.
Once the quinoa is cooked, unplug and open your device and drain off any excess liquid in the
quinoa. Return the cooking container to the steamer or rice cooker, and lay a clean dish towel
across the inner rim. Close the lid over the towel, and let the quinoa stand for 10 to 15
minutes.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe.Per cup:
Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gSteamer / Rice
Cooker QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK:
15 TO 20 MINUTESYour steamer or rice cooker is a very handy tool for cooking quinoa and
even makes the process a little easier than cooking on the stovetop. All you need to do is prep
the quinoa, push a button, and walk away until it’s done—your device may even turn off
automatically. The quinoa undergoes essentially the same process that it does on the stovetop,
so refer to the Stovetop Quinoa recipe (here) for more details about each step.1 cup dry quinoa2
cups water or stock½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and put it in the steamer or rice
cooker. Stir in the water and salt.Turn on your steamer or rice cooker. If your device has several
settings, choose the “white rice” option or whatever setting you use to cook white rice. For
devices that require a time setting, turn the timer to 15 to 20 minutes, depending on the color of
the quinoa (see Cooking Times chart, here).When your steamer or rice cooker completes its
cycle, test the quinoa for doneness. Cook for another minute or two if necessary. Once the



quinoa is cooked, unplug and open your device and drain off any excess liquid in the quinoa.
Return the cooking container to the steamer or rice cooker, and lay a clean dish towel across the
inner rim. Close the lid over the towel, and let the quinoa stand for 10 to 15 minutes.Fluff the
quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat
4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gSlow Cooker QuinoaVEGANS, ONE
POTMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 2 TO 6 HOURSIf you’re a slow cooker fan,
you already know how convenient it can be to wake up or come home to a fresh, piping hot meal
that seems almost to have cooked itself. Luckily, you can enjoy the same results with quinoa.
What’s more, your slow cooker can marry quinoa with all kinds of ingredients and flavors to
produce delicious, healthy dishes.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups water or stock½ teaspoon saltRinse
and drain the quinoa, and pour it into the slow cooker. Stir in the water and salt.Cover the slow
cooker and turn it on. Cook, undisturbed, for 4 to 6 hours on low or 2 to 3 hours on high.Test the
quinoa for doneness. All of the water should be absorbed. If not, drain the quinoa through a fine-
mesh sieve.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe. If you
do lift the slow cooker’s lid during its cycle to peek, replace it as quickly as you can. Your cooker
might take as long as 20 minutes to recover the heat that’s lost when the cover is removed.Per
cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gSlow Cooker
QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POTMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 2 TO 6 HOURSIf
you’re a slow cooker fan, you already know how convenient it can be to wake up or come home
to a fresh, piping hot meal that seems almost to have cooked itself. Luckily, you can enjoy the
same results with quinoa. What’s more, your slow cooker can marry quinoa with all kinds of
ingredients and flavors to produce delicious, healthy dishes.1 cup dry quinoa2 cups water or
stock½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and pour it into the slow cooker. Stir in the
water and salt.Cover the slow cooker and turn it on. Cook, undisturbed, for 4 to 6 hours on low or
2 to 3 hours on high.Test the quinoa for doneness. All of the water should be absorbed. If not,
drain the quinoa through a fine-mesh sieve.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired
toppings or use in a recipe. If you do lift the slow cooker’s lid during its cycle to peek, replace it
as quickly as you can. Your cooker might take as long as 20 minutes to recover the heat that’s
lost when the cover is removed.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg;
Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gMicrowave QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS /
PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 6 TO 10 MINUTESQuinoa cooked in a microwave is a little less
fluffy than quinoa cooked on a stovetop, but it’s perfectly serviceable in most recipes. The two
processes differ, and it’s debatable whether the microwave makes the job easier. But if you don’t
have access to a stove or steamer—say, when you’re at work or staying in a hotel—you can
prepare quinoa in a microwave.1 cup dry quinoa2 to 3 cups water½ teaspoon saltRinse and
drain the quinoa, and pour it into a microwave-safe dish. Stir in the water and salt. Loosely cover
the dish with a lid or plastic wrap.Microwave on high for 4 minutes. Stir, then re-cover the dish
and microwave for another 2 minutes.Check the quinoa for doneness. If it’s not ready, stir the
quinoa again, re-cover, and microwave for another minute. You may need to add more water to



keep the quinoa from drying out. If so, stir in about a tablespoon. Continue cooking and stirring
until the quinoa is done. Total cooking time could be 10 minutes or more.When the quinoa is
ready, let it stand for at least 1 minute, covered. Drain off any excess water through a fine-mesh
sieve.Fluff the quinoa with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe. Select a
cooking dish that can hold at least 1 quart, with at least 2 inches of space above the surface of
the quinoa. The water will boil up during cooking and overflow if using a smaller dish.Per cup:
Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gMicrowave
QuinoaVEGANS, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 3 CUPS / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 6 TO
10 MINUTESQuinoa cooked in a microwave is a little less fluffy than quinoa cooked on a
stovetop, but it’s perfectly serviceable in most recipes. The two processes differ, and it’s
debatable whether the microwave makes the job easier. But if you don’t have access to a stove
or steamer—say, when you’re at work or staying in a hotel—you can prepare quinoa in a
microwave.1 cup dry quinoa2 to 3 cups water½ teaspoon saltRinse and drain the quinoa, and
pour it into a microwave-safe dish. Stir in the water and salt. Loosely cover the dish with a lid or
plastic wrap.Microwave on high for 4 minutes. Stir, then re-cover the dish and microwave for
another 2 minutes.Check the quinoa for doneness. If it’s not ready, stir the quinoa again, re-
cover, and microwave for another minute. You may need to add more water to keep the quinoa
from drying out. If so, stir in about a tablespoon. Continue cooking and stirring until the quinoa is
done. Total cooking time could be 10 minutes or more.When the quinoa is ready, let it stand for
at least 1 minute, covered. Drain off any excess water through a fine-mesh sieve.Fluff the quinoa
with a fork, and serve with desired toppings or use in a recipe. Select a cooking dish that can
hold at least 1 quart, with at least 2 inches of space above the surface of the quinoa. The water
will boil up during cooking and overflow if using a smaller dish.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g;
Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 395mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gToasted QuinoaVEGANS, MAKE
AHEAD, ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 1 CUP / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 6
MINUTESEnhance quinoa’s naturally nutty, subtle flavor and remove any last traces of
bitterness by toasting it. Whether you’re going to use it in a salad or main course or process it
into flour for baking, toasted quinoa turns any dish into an entirely new experience. A quick
session in a skillet before cooking is all it takes.1 cup dry quinoaRinse the quinoa, and drain it
well. While it’s still wet, put it in a large, dry, nonstick sauté pan. Turn the heat on to medium.Stir
the quinoa constantly until the grains are dry, about 2 minutes. Turn up the heat to medium-high
and continue stirring. The grains will start to pop and turn golden. Remove the pan from the heat
when the quinoa is lightly browned and smells nutty, about 6 minutes.Spread the toasted quinoa
on a baking sheet or large plate to cool. Once it has cooled thoroughly, use it immediately or
store it in a tightly sealed jar in a dark closet or in the refrigerator.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g;
Saturated fat 0g; Sodium 9mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gToasted QuinoaVEGANS, MAKE AHEAD,
ONE POT, 30-MINUTEMAKES 1 CUP / PREP: 5 MINUTES / COOK: 6 MINUTESEnhance
quinoa’s naturally nutty, subtle flavor and remove any last traces of bitterness by toasting it.
Whether you’re going to use it in a salad or main course or process it into flour for baking,



toasted quinoa turns any dish into an entirely new experience. A quick session in a skillet before
cooking is all it takes.1 cup dry quinoaRinse the quinoa, and drain it well. While it’s still wet, put it
in a large, dry, nonstick sauté pan. Turn the heat on to medium.Stir the quinoa constantly until
the grains are dry, about 2 minutes. Turn up the heat to medium-high and continue stirring. The
grains will start to pop and turn golden. Remove the pan from the heat when the quinoa is lightly
browned and smells nutty, about 6 minutes.Spread the toasted quinoa on a baking sheet or
large plate to cool. Once it has cooled thoroughly, use it immediately or store it in a tightly sealed
jar in a dark closet or in the refrigerator.Per cup: Calories 223; Fat 4g; Saturated fat 0g; Sodium
9mg; Protein 8.6g; Fiber 4gABOUT QUINOA FLAKESQuinoa seeds rolled thin, quinoa flakes
can do almost anything rolled oats can do. They look like rolled oats and have a similar mild
taste that supports other flavors in sweet or savory dishes. You might find quinoa flakes in the
cereal aisle or the baking aisle, or both, because you can use them for anything from a creamy,
hot breakfast cereal to a crispy fried-food coating or a gooey cookie. Use quinoa flakes
anywhere you might use rolled oats to add a gluten-free kick of protein and antioxidants to your
meals.ABOUT QUINOA FLAKESQuinoa seeds rolled thin, quinoa flakes can do almost anything
rolled oats can do. They look like rolled oats and have a similar mild taste that supports other
flavors in sweet or savory dishes. You might find quinoa flakes in the cereal aisle or the baking
aisle, or both, because you can use them for anything from a creamy, hot breakfast cereal to a
crispy fried-food coating or a gooey cookie. Use quinoa flakes anywhere you might use rolled
oats to add a gluten-free kick of protein and antioxidants to your meals.ABOUT QUINOA
FLAKESQuinoa seeds rolled thin, quinoa flakes can do almost anything rolled oats can do. They
look like rolled oats and have a similar mild taste that supports other flavors in sweet or savory
dishes. You might find quinoa flakes in the cereal aisle or the baking aisle, or both, because you
can use them for anything from a creamy, hot breakfast cereal to a crispy fried-food coating or a
gooey cookie. Use quinoa flakes anywhere you might use rolled oats to add a gluten-free kick of
protein and antioxidants to your meals.ABOUT QUINOA FLAKESQuinoa seeds rolled thin,
quinoa flakes can do almost anything rolled oats can do. They look like rolled oats and have a
similar mild taste that supports other flavors in sweet or savory dishes. You might find quinoa
flakes in the cereal aisle or the baking aisle, or both, because you can use them for anything
from a creamy, hot breakfast cereal to a crispy fried-food coating or a gooey cookie. Use quinoa
flakes anywhere you might use rolled oats to add a gluten-free kick of protein and antioxidants to
your meals.ABOUT QUINOA FLAKESQuinoa seeds rolled thin, quinoa flakes can do almost
anything rolled oats can do. They look like rolled oats and have a similar mild taste that supports
other flavors in sweet or savory dishes. You might find quinoa flakes in the cereal aisle or the
baking aisle, or both, because you can use them for anything from a creamy, hot breakfast
cereal to a crispy fried-food coating or a gooey cookie. Use quinoa flakes anywhere you might
use rolled oats to add a gluten-free kick of protein and antioxidants to your meals.Quinoa
FlourVEGANS, MAKE AHEADMAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS (1 POUND) / PREP: 1 TO 35
MINUTES / COOK: 2 HOURS, 30 MINUTESYou can use gluten-free quinoa flour in place of all-



purpose wheat-based flours in recipes for many non-yeast baked goods, as well as in myriad
other ways that you might use wheat flour. Quinoa flour is very easy—and more nutritious—to
make fresh at home. (Try making your flour from toasted quinoa to give it a nuttier spin.) Before
using raw quinoa flour, you must heat-process it to maximize its flavor, texture, and nutrition. A
little hassle-free time in the oven turns quinoa flour’s somewhat earthy, grassy notes into mild
sweetness and refines its slightly coarse texture for softer, more consistent baking results.2½
cups (1 pound) dry quinoa, divided (If you prefer to use store-bought flour, measure out 3 cups
[1 pound] and skip to cooking directions below.)Rinse the quinoa, and drain it well. If you don’t
plan to toast it, spread it out on baking sheets and leave it in a warm, dry place until all the water
has evaporated. If you wish to toast the grains, use the Toasted Quinoa recipe here.Preheat the
oven to 220°F.For grinding into flour, a coffee/spice grinder is by far the best choice. A food
processor on maximum power will work, but it won’t produce the very fine, even flour you can get
from a grinder. Pour ¼ cup of dry quinoa into a clean grinder; any more, and the grind won’t be
fine enough. Grind in 15-second pulses, shaking the grinder up and down for best results.
Continue grinding until the flour is very fine, about 1½ minutes in all. Empty the grinder into a
medium mixing bowl, and repeat until you have ground all the seeds.Loosely and evenly spread
out the flour on a rimmed baking sheet to a depth of no more than ¼ inch. Use more than one
pan if necessary.Quinoa FlourVEGANS, MAKE AHEADMAKES ABOUT 3 CUPS (1 POUND) /
PREP: 1 TO 35 MINUTES / COOK: 2 HOURS, 30 MINUTESYou can use gluten-free quinoa flour
in place of all-purpose wheat-based flours in recipes for many non-yeast baked goods, as well
as in myriad other ways that you might use wheat flour. Quinoa flour is very easy—and more
nutritious—to make fresh at home. (Try making your flour from toasted quinoa to give it a nuttier
spin.) Before using raw quinoa flour, you must heat-process it to maximize its flavor, texture, and
nutrition. A little hassle-free time in the oven turns quinoa flour’s somewhat earthy, grassy notes
into mild sweetness and refines its slightly coarse texture for softer, more consistent baking
results.2½ cups (1 pound) dry quinoa, divided (If you prefer to use store-bought flour, measure
out 3 cups [1 pound] and skip to cooking directions below.)Rinse the quinoa, and drain it well. If
you don’t plan to toast it, spread it out on baking sheets and leave it in a warm, dry place until all
the water has evaporated. If you wish to toast the grains, use the Toasted Quinoa recipe
here.Preheat the oven to 220°F.For grinding into flour, a coffee/spice grinder is by far the best
choice. A food processor on maximum power will work, but it won’t produce the very fine, even
flour you can get from a grinder. Pour ¼ cup of dry quinoa into a clean grinder; any more, and the
grind won’t be fine enough. Grind in 15-second pulses, shaking the grinder up and down for best
results. Continue grinding until the flour is very fine, about 1½ minutes in all. Empty the grinder
into a medium mixing bowl, and repeat until you have ground all the seeds.Loosely and evenly
spread out the flour on a rimmed baking sheet to a depth of no more than ¼ inch. Use more than
one pan if necessary.
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Darren Thornton, “Numerous Ways to Enjoy A Superfood!. This cookbook offers 150 recipes for
enjoying quinoa. Why is the seed from the South American based quinoa plant labeled as a
superfood? It's gluten free, a pure protein, and full of antioxidants. As these recipes show, it's
also rather versatile. These pages include instructions on preparing quinoa. It can be ground
into a flour for baking. Or you can make quinoa milk for smoothies and ice cream. Some might
want to use a slow cooker. Quinoa has a nutty flavor. There's also quinoa pasta and flakes.
Some recipes use quinoa as a substitute for rice or potatoes. It can also be eaten hot or cold.
The recipes are divided into the following categories: Breakfast Smoothies Snacks & Sides
Salads Soups, Stews & Chilis Main Dishes Treats Each recipe has simple to follow
instructions, along with nutritional information. There are a few photos of finished dishes. Many
recipes include extra tips regarding various ingredients. Both vegetarians and meat lovers will
find recipes they can enjoy. If necessary, the recipes can be adapted either way. The digital
format could be better. There are no page numbers. Some tables and sidebars can be hard to
read. (I alternated between my Kindle Touch and the app on an IPad Mini.) But it's easy to click
on a specific recipe. Quinoa is a food that many enjoy and others have yet to try. This cookbook
will provide a great introduction to the superfood. I've seen quinoa at my own local supermarket.
Get ready for many adventures with this versatile superfood!”

Nathanael Greene, “Best in the show!. When I decided I needed help in finding delicious ways to
cook quinoa, I ordered five different quinoa cookbooks from Amazon. Of the five, this choice
turned out to be the best, and at 312 pages, is the longest. This cookbook is also attractively
published, with tasteful interior design, good quality paper, and spaciously wide margins - on
which one can make notes.The limited number of food photos are better than in the other quinoa
cookbook choices, and a higher number of the recipes are more appetizing. There are other
recipes which are nearly-alkaline, or are recipes which one can elect to "cheat" on in terms of
objectionable (i.e., acidic) ingredients, perhaps without violating the 80/20 % alkaline-acid
rule.The two secondary-choice quinoa cookbooks are vegetarian quinoa cookbooks. Alkaline
recipes are the type of recipes I am interested in, and all alkaline recipes overlap with vegetarian.
The fact that these two second-choice cookbooks are vegetarian is disclosed in the Amazon
listings.I ordered the five quinoa cookbooks, because of the fact that quinoa is one of of the rare
alkaline gains, the other being wild rice. Plus, quinoa has always been one of my favorite
grains.Two of the quinoa cookbooks i ordered are clunkers. However, a customer could probably
be happy and satisfied with just this one quinoa cookbook.”

Felita1, “Quinoa: The Everyday Superfood Review. This is a great cookbook to learn how to
incorporate Quinoa into your diet. I have never tried Quinoa but have always been curious about
how to cook it because it is mainly used as a rice substitute. But there are so many ways that you



can use Quinoa like in a smoothie, you can pop it like popcorn, put in granola, bake it in your
desserts, or in sushi. Quinoa is a superfood that is nutrient-dense and ultra-good for you as it is
high in fiber and heart-healthy which means it has the “good fats.” There are different types of
Quinoa like white, red black, and rainbow. The white Quinoa is the most popular and less
expensive than the other varieties. I love how the author has a section in the cookbook on the
proper way to prepare Quinoa because knowing me, I probably would mess it up. I also love that
you can cook Quinoa in a rice or slow cooker and can make it in the microwave which saves me
time on a busy schedule. I loved all of the different recipes like “Quinoa-Blueberry Buttermilk
Pancakes” “Quinoa waffles” and Quinoa Crust Quiche.” There are so many recipes for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and dessert and including smoothie recipes like my favorite “Classic Strawberry-
Banana Smoothie. You will enjoy trying the many different recipes that are in this cookbook!*I
received this ebook at a discount for my honest and unbiased opinion.”

Nikki, “Quinoa for everyone!. A lot of people are afraid of quinoa. It's recently appeared
EVERYWHERE as a superfood. It's a tiny little grain, yet it seems so terrifying. It is one of the
most simplest grains to prepare, and it's nutritional value is packed with a punch! It helps with all
different aspects of your body, so it is definitely consider a superfood. This cookbook explains so
much about quinoa, and it makes it less terrifying to prepare. It helps you understand the grain
so you can add it into your daily diet. It breaks down the different types and how you want to use
the different types.People are also afraid of the price. This book even helps break down the
budgeting of it, so you can add this superfood to your pantry. They also make sure that you
understand that the myths of quinoa are exactly that, myths. This cookbook helps you cook with
quinoa, whether you're cooking for one, or for a party. It explains how to quickly and easily cook
quinoa or make an elaborate dish. The recipes are easy to follow and the ingredients are easy to
get.Recommended for professionals and novices alike.”

dobbles99, “Lovely book. A beautifully produced book,easy to navigate on a kindle, with a huge
range of lovely looking recipes. I am so pleased I bought it- not all kindle recipe books are easy
to navigate!I look forward to trying out many of the recipes!”

Cindy, “Great book.. Full of lots of fabulous fairly easy recipes. I look forward to trying them soon
and sharing with the family.”

The book by Bryan J. Hong has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 88 people have provided feedback.
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